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There has been no more distinguished prize in the annals of Eton College than the Newcastle
Scholarship. For one hundred and fifty years the Scholarship was awarded to the highest performing
candidate over a broad range of examinations in divine and classical learning; for the last four decades
the award has been cleft into two separate prizes, but very high distinction endures in both. This piece
will survey the remarkably rich history of the Newcastle, charting its various changes as well as its
long-lasting traditions.*
Foundations:
The prize’s great distinction arises in part from its distinguished origins, being the generous
benefaction of Henry Pelham Fiennes Pelham-Clinton (1785-1851), 4th Duke of Newcastle-underLyne (later Lyme), the great-great nephew of Thomas Pelham-Holles, twice Prime Minister to George
II. Pelham-Clinton attended Eton from 1796 to 1803, having already succeeded to the dukedom on the
death of his father in 1795. No formal connection with Eton was maintained after his leaving: instead,
he travelled on the Continent with his mother, spending three years in Tours (1803-6), having been
enticed there by the lull in the Great French War provided by the Treaty of Amiens. After his return to
England, Pelham-Clinton married Georgina Elizabeth Miller Mundy in 1807, served as Lord
Lieutenant of Nottinghamshire from 1809 to 1839, and was appointed a Knight of the Garter in 1812.
His vehement opinions on several issues of church and state, particularly against Catholic
Emancipation, kept him active as an ‘Ultra-Tory’ on the fringes of politics.1 Such a keen interest in
upholding England’s Protestant tradition not only coloured his writings but also impelled him to
propose educational reform in earnest.
Looking back upon his time at Eton in later life, Pelham-Clinton acknowledged and regretted
the almost complete absence of religious teaching from the Eton curriculum of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries.2 In order to address this woeful shortcoming, which was doing little to
instruct boys (one presumes) about the errors of Catholic emancipation, among other theological and
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Pelham-Clinton was not a figure entirely free from controversy. For instance, in October 1829 he evicted
tenants who had voted against his candidates; when criticised for his actions, he infamously enquired, “Is it
presumed then that I am not to do what I will with my own?” During the riots that ensued from the Lords’
rejection of the Second Reform Bill in October 1831, Pelham-Clinton’s properties were attacked, with
Nottingham Castle being gutted by arson.
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Religious instruction was primarily limited to the content of sermons and the one-hour ‘Prose’ conducted by
Dr Keate in Upper School each Sunday. Of his time at the school in the 1820s William Gladstone confessed to
Arthur Benson late in life that “religion was non-existent then at Eton” (A.C. Benson, Fasti Etonenses [London,
1899] 499).
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moral issues, he decided to found a scholarship in perpetuity open to older boys at Eton.3 The prize,
which Pelham-Clinton intended to be “for the best essay or composition testifying a knowledge of the
Christian religion combined with a fundamental knowledge of Greek and Latin”,4 was designed to
reward excellence in divine as well as classical knowledge. However, it was clear where the Duke’s
particular focus lay: he originally intended to call the prize ‘The Christian Scholarship’ and to have
boys examined on the 39 Articles of Faith. In the event, these two ideas were prudently rejected under
the influence of the Head Master, John Keate.5 After a series of discussions, which saw the scale and
range of the examinations gradually expand, the prize was instituted and first awarded in 1829.6 In a
letter to Keate, the Duke outlined his hopes for the scholarships:
My whole and only object is national ability and if by this means young men who have
been educated at Eton shall take with them a first knowledge of and affection for a
Religion which shall regulate their future conduct, the scholarships will not have been
established in vain and I perhaps may live to know and perceive the great benefits which
may result from the influence on Society of a large body of Etonians who, in addition to
their classical attainments, will be otherwise qualified to uphold the Religion which now
too many but nominally possess.7
Although the statutes for the Newcastle were not formally approved until 1841, they too make the
benefactor’s higher purpose perfectly clear:
The design and object of these Scholarships is to promote and encourage a Religious
education and sound and useful Learning in general among the Scholars of Eton School,
including particularly accurate Scholarship in Greek and Roman literature but most
especially and principally to inculcate a thorough knowledge of the Evidence, Doctrines
and Precepts of the Christian Religion.
Pelham-Clinton was pleased with the result of his discussions with Eton, recording in his diary (p.18)
that “[t]he Provost and Dr. Keate think, in common with every one else, that [the Scholarship] will
raise the character of the school, and be infinitely beneficial in forming and fixing the morality of the
rising generation.” The news was also pleasing to many Old Etonians, even if they could not enjoy the
benefaction themselves. William Gladstone, destined to be a future examiner of the Newcastle (inter
alia), wrote to William Farr (26 Jan., 1829):
I believe you are greatly pleased with the Newcastle Scholarship. I am delighted too. At
the Bishop’s the other day I heard the Scholarship would be given not for Divinity or
Classical proficiency alone, but to him who should be found to combine most of the latter
with a stated quantity of the former – which stated quantity is to be made a sine qua non.8
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More than one source wrongly credits the fifth Duke, who left Eton in 1829, with the foundation of the
Scholarship, an error that can be traced back as far as The Athenaeum 1349 (3 Sep., 1853) 1034 col. 3, but is
perpetuated to the present day.
4
So he recorded in his diary (maintained from 1822 to 1850 over eight volumes and now held at the University
of Nottingham, classmark Ne 2F/1-8) on 27 June, 1828; a visit to Eton to discuss the Scholarship is recorded
under 13 December of the same year.
5
However, the claim that the Newcastle Scholarship was initially the idea of Keate is unfounded (e.g.,
Gentleman’s Magazine 35 [March, 1851] 310 col. 1).
6
Also, somewhat ironically, the year of the Roman Catholic Relief Act.
7
Eton College Records / Keate papers (3 Sept., 1828). Cf. his diary entry for 3 Sep., 1828: “Wrote to the Bishop
of Oxford, to the Provost of Eton & to Dr Keate enclosing to each a copy of a sketch of my proposal for
establishing Scholarships at Eton College to be called Christian Scholarships.”
8
John Brooke and Mary Sorensen (eds.), The Prime Ministers Papers’, W.E. Gladstone (London, 1971), I 26,
208-9, 215.
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Although the statutes did not attain their written form until 19 May, 1841, it can be safely
inferred that their major strictures were in force from 1829.9 Although the author of the statutes’
precise wording is unclear – perhaps the previous Provost Joseph Goodall10 – they were authorised by
the Duke, approved by William Howley, Archbishop of Canterbury (to serve henceforth ex officio as
Visitor for the Scholarship) and accepted by the Provost (then Francis Hodgson) and College. The
statutes outline the purpose of the Scholarships, the scope and nature of the examinations, the
qualifications for entry, and their terms of tenure. Of “paramount importance” is knowledge of “the
general history of the Old Testament” and “some one at least of the four Gospels and… the Acts of
the Apostles, each in the original Greek”; furthermore, successful candidates must provide
“satisfactory answers to such questions upon the Evidences and Doctrines of Christianity generally as
the Examiners may think proper to propose.” This theological focus was also worked into the order of
examinations: divinity papers were to be sat first in order that any candidates failing in this field,
where success was mandatory, could be ruled out of contention for the rest of the examinations. The
statutes do not mince their words: “a failure in Christian knowledge shall at once incapacitate the
Candidate.”11 However, beyond these theological examinations, the greater weight lay with the
classical papers. The statutes require “[o]riginal composition in and translation into Greek and Latin
both verse and prose; and questions either written or viva voce or both in Grecian and Roman history,
and upon such other subjects connected with the Greek and Roman Classics as the Examiners in their
discretion shall think proper.” Although the classical papers could tackle any ancient author, whether
they formed part of the genuine curriculum or not, preparation for divinity papers was focused
through the nomination of specific books, always including one Gospel and Acts; almost all of the
assessment was carried out by written examination, the viva tending to be a closing affair of lesser
significance (see below).
The statutes ordain that three Newcastle Scholarships are to be held at any one time,12 each by
only one Scholar and for three consecutive years; each annual competition will therefore introduce a
new Scholar to replace the outgoing one.13 Each Scholar cannot win the Scholarship more than once;
if the holder of a Scholarship dies during its tenure, the vacated Scholarship is not to be refilled within
its three-year span. The Scholarship was open to “boys who have been Scholars of Eton school for the
space of two years or upwards”: in practice, entrance was limited to boys in the fifth and sixth forms,
or those in the middle division that were leaving Eton later that year. The examinations were designed
to be held over a week at the close of the Lent Half, with the announcement of the successful
candidate being made before the Easter holiday break.
As well as considerable esteem, the prize offered an impressive financial sum, namely £150,
to be awarded over three years in equal sums, each block of £50 being paid in biannual instalments
(but not until the victorious Scholar has left Eton): this was a very considerable sum, approximating to
£10,000 in modern terms. For the first year, £40 was to be taken in money, with £10 provided for the
purchase and decoration of books: such volumes chosen by the Head Master were to be decorated, as
the statutes dictated, with “the Arms of the Founder on one Cover and those of Eton College on the
other”.14 In order to endow so lavish a benefaction, Pelham-Clinton charged the estates of West (or
Little) Markham and Egmonton in Nottinghamshire: an indenture is bound with the statutes, stating
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The Deed of Endowment is preserved in Eton College archives under Coll/Ben. 15/1.
Goodall may have taken over Keate’s handling of the negotiations after the latter’s retirement in 1834: he
wrote on 29 May, 1837, that “I have most reluctantly been obliged to object to some alterations” regarding the
Duke’s statutes, although further details were regrettably not given.
11
In fact, a background check of Christian soundness is written into the statutes even before the first paper is
sat: “every boy previously to his being received as a Candidate must produce a certificate from his Tutor of his
proficiency in Christian knowledge and classical learning and of his general good conduct and also a certificate
of his general good conduct from the Headmaster of the school.”
12
Naturally this would only be the case from the time of the third Newcastle Scholar’s election, i.e. Easter 1831.
13
Newcastle Scholarships are referred to by the year of examination and election (necessarily the same).
14
This commendable tradition appears to have fallen into desuetude during the Second World War.
10
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that the annual sum of £206 is “to be charged and recharged for ever”;15 in practice, such rents ceased
to be exacted in the twentieth century.
The two examiners for each Scholarship, who were to be chosen by the Provost and Head
Master, were to set and mark the examinations themselves; neither could have a formal connection
with Eton at the time, and they were to be drawn from Oxford and/or Cambridge, being “of the
Established Church, Men of undoubted learning and ability and not below the degree of Master of
Arts”. Both examiners marked the scripts (which were not anonymous) as the week developed,
totalling up in equal proportions the marks from all papers; by the end of the week, typically on the
Friday, the examiners had selected the crop of boys who had particularly distinguished themselves up
to that point. This group, known as ‘the Select’, were examined viva voce (in the Head Master’s
Schoolroom, Prayer Room or a tower room in the old School Library) in order to determine to whom
the Scholarship and Medal should fall: such an examination involved construing and translating from
the School Books used in the fifth and sixth forms and from any other classical works the examiners
chose. Each examiner was to take £25 for their (often considerable) troubles.
Early History:
The first examination was held on 31 March, 1829, in College Hall16 and lasted for five days; thirty
candidates entered, of which a Select of nine were examined viva voce on the final day. The
examiners, both men of the Church, were the Revd John Lonsdale, later Bishop of Lichfield (having
turned down the Provostship in 1840), and the Revd Henry Jenkyns. As with most future examiners,
and for almost all of the first twenty years of the Newcastle, both were Old Etonians.17 The first
winner of the Newcastle Scholarship was Thomas William Allies (1813-1903), then aged only
sixteen,18 having already matriculated at Wadham College, Oxford, in the preceding November. This
early achievement was perhaps that for which he was most known and is still most remembered, such
was the renown the Newcastle enjoyed ab initio. In 1831, the third year of the Newcastle, Edward
Creasy took the Scholarship, and was the first Colleger to usher in the long tradition of the remarkable
KS success in the competition (as will be apparent below): although best known for his Fifteen
Decisive Battles of the World (1851 etc.), his Memoirs of Eminent Etonians (1850) declared his
success in the Newcastle upon its very title page. That Creasy was nineteen when he won, and was
thus born before his fellow Scholars of 1829 and 1830 (Thomas Kynaston Selwyn), demonstrates the
broad range of ages possible for winners of the competition, particularly in its earliest decades.
It is clear that the introduction of the Scholarship aroused both interest and competition within
the school. James Chapman, an Assistant Master, reports the significant change in a letter to the Revd
John Thring, father of the Uppingham headmaster Edward, of April 1829, immediately after the first
year of examinations:
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Such admirable optimism about the longevity of the Scholarship is also found in Pelham-Clinton’s diary entry
for 24 April, 1836: “now the deed of settlement may be made out which will fix the foundation as long as this
College exists.”
16
Future examinations were held in the College Library and then, from 1846, the Boys’ Library in Weston’s
Yard; on the completion of the New Buildings in 1863, the examination moved there along with the Library; for
most of the twentieth century examinations have been sat in Upper School. The ‘reading over’ typically took
place in Upper School but later moved to School Library (completed in 1908) and subsequently Election Hall.
The Newcastle Scholarship continues to be sat in Upper School but the Newcastle Classical Prize is usually sat
in the Porson Library.
17
This tradition was first broken by the Revd Joseph Jackson in 1846.
18
This (16 years 1 month) is almost the youngest age at which the Scholarship has been won: whereas sixteen
has been equalled by a few later competitors – Henry Cotton (16 years 10 months) in 1838, Henry Hotham (16
years 3 months) in 1839, and Patrick Shaw Stewart (16 years 7 months) in 1905 – the Hon. Philip Snow, the son
of the novelist Charles Percy, won the Newcastle in 1968 at the age of only 15 years 7 months. The claim that
Sydney Waterlow, Newcastle Scholar in 1896, was “the youngest boy ever to win Eton’s most prestigious
prize” (S.M. Hall, Before Leonard: The Early Suitors of Virginia Woolf [London, 2006] 211), is untrue: he was
almost 17 and a half when successful.
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[The Scholarship] will infuse a very right spirit into the school, and introduce a more
healthy feeling, if I may so call it... I mean that saps must triumph; no boy will carry it by
talent only, the examination is too wide and general, the auxiliaries too few for a boy to
trust to himself. No dictionaries or lexicon allowed.19
Perhaps the most significant change the Newcastle ushered in was not the yet further
emphasis given to classical learning, nor the renewed encouragement of divine learning, but rather its
being the first major and unambiguous accolade for academic distinction in the school. This point was
not lost upon Lord Lyttelton, who, when still a boy at Eton in the early 1830s, observed in an
anonymous article for the Eton College Magazine that prior to the Newcastle Scholarship there
existed no obvious way of comparing the academic prowess of Etonians: the only possible index of
merit, he argued, was the taking of a ‘double remove’20 but, he countered, that “is so often given on
account of age, or some such reason, and besides only takes place so low down in school, that not the
least judgment can be formed from it.”21 One other index of success was having one’s Latin verses,
Greek iambics or other classical compositions ‘Sent Up for Good’ or (better still) ‘for Play’,22
whereby the esteemed composition was sent to the Head Master who read it out to his division with
the proud composer at his side; on every third instance a prize book was presented, and the very best
versions often won the whole school a half holiday on Thursday (‘Play’). From the twentieth century
onwards the achievement of half holidays had become almost entirely retrospective, typically limited
to OE successes: prize fellowships at King’s and All Souls, Olympic Golds and High Court Judge
appointments.
Since the great majority of the examination was classical in nature, it may be that PelhamClinton’s primary goal of theological instruction was somewhat eclipsed by redoubled classical
endeavours. Although religious knowledge was undoubtedly expanded under the Scholarship’s
impulse, it is an apt irony that Goldwin Smith, Newcastle Medallist in 1841 and subsequently an
examiner (1847, 1851), could nevertheless observe from his own experience that “the real religion of
Eton was that of the Classical Pantheon”: in neither the nineteenth nor the twentieth centuries did the
theological element of the Newcastle reflect – or even affect – what was actually taught in the
classroom.
Given the keen competition that the Scholarship aroused,23 and the accord the runner-up to
the prize therefore received, Pelham-Clinton decided to formalise the success of each candidate who
proxime accessit: a gold medal of the value of £6 was to be received by the boy “who shall be
declared and placed by the Examiners the second in merit”.24 This medal (reproduced below) was cast
from a portrait of Pelham-Clinton, engraved in 1833 by William Wyon, although it was not ready to
be awarded until 1838.25 The medal (36mm in diameter) bears on its obverse a portrait of the Duke,26
19

All aspects of the Newcastle, from its beginnings to the present day, are closed-book. Sap (< sapiens) was
regular Etonian parlance for the hard-working and intellectual boy; in some circles it bore a more negative
‘swot’-like connotation.
20
That is, the promotion up two removes on the basis of success in biannual Trials.
21
‘Autobiography of an Etonian’ (signed ‘L.’), Eton College Magazine 7 (5 Nov., 1832) 231.
22
Since so many of these celebrated verses survive at Eton, a collection continuing the tradition of Musae
Etonenses (1795-1869) could easily be produced from these records as a fine indication of enduring Etonian
facility in this rarefied art form.
23
It is unclear whether the collusion of a number of candidates in 1833, who shared numerous answers with one
another, was a sign of a hypercompetitive or rather rebellious spirit. At any rate, once another competitor – a
Colleger – reported their malfeasance, all such candidates were debarred from the Select (and thus from
victory).
24
“As an additional stimulus to emulation, the Duke of Newcastle, with a liberality beyond praise, presented a
medal to the second candidate in last year’s examination... All Etonians must rejoice that the encouragement
thus held out to learning has indeed produced its desired fruits.” A Few Words in Reply to “Some Remarks upon
the Present System and Management of Eton School”, ‘Etonensis’ (London, 1834) 10. The objectivity of these
ringing words is somewhat diminished by the probable identity of their author – the Duke himself.
25
As a result, R.M. Birch KS, was the first to be presented with the medal; runners-up from 1833 to 1837 were
called ‘Medallists’ and received the award retrospectively, Lord Lyttelton (Med. 1834) receiving his from
Pelham-Clinton himself. Medallists have not been known to sport their decoration.
26
The subject recorded with some pride in his diary (on 12 July, 1833) that “it is very well executed”.
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surrounded by ‘Henry Pelham Duke of Newcastle | Eton 1833’; on the reverse there stands between
laurel leaves a quotation from Cicero’s Orator: prima sequentem honestum est in secundis consistere
(“It is honourable for one aiming for the first place to stand in the second”).27 The medal is engraved
with the name and year of the Medallist on its outer edge.28

Although the title of ‘Medallist’ endures to the present day, the medal itself has not always reached
the hands of its winners. It was apparently not awarded for a period in the late nineteenth century
(certainly not in the 1870s) but was revived in the 1880s; the medal’s record of presentation in certain
decades of the twentieth century (for instance the 1940s)29 has also been patchy. Unlike a winner of
the Scholarship, a Medallist could in practice enter for the Scholarship again, and therefore win the
Medal more than once;30 a Newcastle Scholar could not of course compete again for the Medal.
With such an intra-school competition, there was a natural possibility that the winner of the
Scholarship would be last year’s Medallist, translating a near miss into the highest success. Although
this did indeed occur in two of the first three years possible,31 it has only occurred 33 times (under
27

Orat. 4. The quotation was suggested by Edward Hawtrey, and was presumably well known to Etonians from
the in-house Latin anthology Scriptores Romani (1817, 39). The particle enim and the addition of tertiisque after
secundis were prudently pruned from Cicero’s original.
28
Edward Foss (The Judges of England IX [London, 1864] 31; and several writers in his wake) wrongly
supposed that the Chancellor’s Medal for Classical Proficiency awarded to Francis Maseres in 1752 (the year in
which that prize was endowed) made him ‘one of the first Newcastle Medallists (for Classics)’; no such prize
existed, although Maseres did receive his medal from the then Chancellor Thomas Pelham-Holles, 1st Duke of
Newcastle. It is probable that the existence at Cambridge of this medal, alongside those also instituted there in
1785 by Sir William Browne for Latin and Greek verse composition, in some way inspired Pelham’s creation of
the Newcastle Medal, as well as the continuation of a family practice.
29
For instance, Sir Christopher Slade, Medallist in both 1944 and 1945, received only a financial award but no
physical medal.
30
Although one could enter the Newcastle as many as four times (for those who stayed on at the school), no one
has won more than two Medals, a feat achieved eleven times: H.J. Reynolds, 1850-1; F.H. Peters, 1866 & 1868;
H.V. Macnaghten, 1879-80 (Scholar 1881); J.E. Talbot, 1888-9; R.A. Knox, 1904-5; H.A. Holmes, 1934-5; C.J.
Slade, 1944-5; M.C. Stokes, 1950-1; R.J. Lane Fox, 1963-4; N.S.R. Hornblower, 1966-7; A.D.T. Cromartie,
1982-3 (this last after the 1976 division of the prize). Such enterprising numismatism was not the original
intention: in his diary for 25 April, 1836, the Duke records that Keate “was of the opinion that it would be better
to disqualify any boy who had obtained the Scholarship in one year from trying for it in another year, but that a
boy who had obtained the medal in one year might try for the Scholarship in another, but that he was
disqualified by having gained one from obtaining a second medal” (my emphasis). Presumably by the time of
Reynolds’ success (over fifteen years after Keate’s retirement), this awkward restriction had been forgotten.
31
As early as 1832, Lyttelton complained about such a tendency in his anonymous contribution to Eton College
Magazine (see n.21); it is interesting that this did not occur again for over ten years after the objection was
made.
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20%) in the 185 years of the Scholarship’s history.32 Given that the Medal could be won more than
once, a maximum of four prizes (three Medals followed by the Scholarship) could be won; this feat,
which would demonstrate greater stamina, if not necessarily greater intellectual powers, than winning
the Scholarship at the first push (and thereby graduating beyond the competition), has never been
achieved. However, Hugh Macnaghten, later a Master at Eton and now immortalised in the
Macnaghten War Memorial Library, won the Newcastle Medal in both 1879 and 1880 before finally
landing the Scholarship in 1881: his triple achievement has not been equalled.
Because of the high stakes, Etonian tutors often gave private classes, weekly or yet more
often, to help chosen boys ‘sap up’ for the Newcastle. Particularly successful in this competitive field
was Edward Coleridge (1800-83): six of the first twelve Scholars were his pupils, and eleven of the
first twenty five, a remarkable string of successes that must have rankled with a number of his
colleagues. In fact, something of a controversy was stirred up by Coleridge in 1838, when the first
winner of the Newcastle, T.W. Allies, was brought in from Oxford to train three of Coleridge’s pupils
specifically for the competition. Other Assistant Masters took umbrage at this deus ex machina and
wrote to the Head Master (Edward Hawtrey) in protest; the request to remove these boys from the
competition was not in the end granted; however, further controversy was averted by their being
neither Scholar nor Medallist.
At any rate, Pelham-Clinton himself was clearly held in the highest esteem by boys for his
noble benefaction. Indeed, he was given three cheers upon his next visit to the school on 25 April,
1836 – perhaps prompted in part by the full day’s holiday that was granted in his honour.33 Such
applause even found its way into examination scripts: the tale is told that one year there appeared
among the questions, “Give the names of the Three Graces,” and that one of the boys, whether to
disguise his ignorance or gain favour, wrote: “Grace before meat, Grace after meat, and his Grace the
Duke of Newcastle.”34
It seems that the Duke was especially keen to see that the positive effects of his Scholarship
were both realised and acknowledged. When it was doubted in a public account of Eton’s workings
and character that the prize may have no significant effect on improving the school,35 Pelham-Clinton
replied, at rapid speed, in a pamphlet (again authored by ‘Etonensis’) to the full range of criticisms
made of Etonian education.36 However, he placed particular focus upon the new Scholarship,
declaring that “[t]he name of the Duke of Newcastle must ever be regarded by Eton men with the
profoundest reverence” (p.7), who “has, with a princely munificence, which entitles him to the
grateful reverence of all Eton men, lately founded three Scholarships” in which “a certain quantity of
knowledge in divinity should be indispensable”; such was their success already, he added, that a
previous examiner had reported that the “boys knew enough divinity to pass a Deacon’s examination”
(p.17).
It seems that the Duke’s high hopes were not deluded. For another author’s pamphlet in
defence of Eton’s curriculum was swift in acknowledging the importance of the Newcastle:

32

1831, 1832, 1848, 1855, 1856, 1864, 1866, 1870, 1879, 1881, 1885, 1886, 1893, 1894, 1907, 1908, 1913,
1917, 1919, 1922, 1927, 1928, 1939, 1940, 1943, 1944, 1949, 1950, 1958, 1959, 1961, 1972, 1982 (this last
after the 1976 division of the prize).
33
As he recorded in his diary, 25 April, 1836; another visit to Eton was necessary to settle business regarding
the Scholarship on 27 June, 1837.
34
See Sir H.C. Maxwell-Lyte, A History of Eton College, 1440-1875 (London, 1875) 531.
35
“The institution of an efficient system of rewards and punishments must have great influence in a school, as
on all other collections of human beings. Nevertheless, both seem to have escaped the notice of the executive
body of Eton. The incentive to industry afforded by emulation and competition does not exist; no places are
taken, no prizes or distinctions of any sort conferred, except for Latin verses. Of late, indeed, by the munificence
of the present Duke of Newcastle, a scholarship has been founded, which promises to go some way in supplying
this deficiency, and must therefore have been hailed, by the masters of the school, as a most desirable
institution. Still its operation cannot extend to the mass of the boys; and as long as promotion depends on
seniority, not on merit, we despair of finding any motive which will be generally operative.” ([George
Cornewall Lewis, an OE], ‘Public Schools of England – Eton’, Edinburgh Review 101 [April, 1830] 65-80, at
77).
36
Observations on an Article in the Last Number of the Edinburgh Review (London, 1830).
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It has produced an excitement, and given a determinate aim to the exertions of the
students, which has already worked an important influence on Eton Scholarship, and
encourages the brightest hopes for its progressive advancement. It has, moreover, gone a
great way in remedying the defective want of competition, and honourable distinction, in
the upper classes [i.e. in the last years of school].37
Although it is indubitable that the Newcastle did attain great distinction from its very
beginning, including even royal commendation,38 attitudes to more traditional forms of excellence in
the school could not be so easily overturned. Not long after his appointment to the Head Mastership,
Edward Hawtrey complained to his counterpart at Shrewsbury, Dr Samuel Butler, that, despite the
latter’s welcome advice about handling the post, it would not be possible to reform Eton according to
the Classical principles at the heart of Butler’s model: many of his suggestions would be impractical
“from the nature of the materials which we have to work upon – sons of people who do not care about
Latin and Greek, and would much rather hear that a boy was captain of the boats than that he had
gained the Newcastle Scholarship.”39
Setting such qualms aside, it is clear that many boys were greatly captivated by the lustre of
Newcastle winners. Describing his time at Eton in the late 1840s, Arthur Duke Coleridge wrote as
follows:
Some of us who had stared pretty often at the head-roll of Newcastle scholars and
medallists, with their names recorded in golden letters on the wall of ‘Library’ were given
to repeating the list to one another with abbreviations and curtailments; the apocopated
forms made the task an easier one. The juxtaposition in three successive years of the
names of Creasy, Cotton, Wickens [=1831-3], seemed to justify us in snuffing out the last
half of the name of the future Vice-Chancellor, and altering the C. into a G. in that of the
author of the ‘Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World’. The transformation into ‘greasy
cotton wick’ was not meant as an insult to the distinguished triad.40
This amusing anecdote highlights one of the most impressive visual legacies of the Scholarship: from
its very earliest days, winners of the Newcastle were inscribed on a wall of ‘Library’, i.e. the Head
Master’s Schoolroom, already surrounded by myriad engraved names of worthy boys; to the right of
each Scholar on the boards stands the name of the Medallist (or prox. acc. for 1829-32); although the
boards required rebuilding after damage from enemy action in 1940, they now provide the dominant
focus of the room.41 Standing over the ranks of winners is the imposing bust of the Duke himself,
commissioned by the school and executed in 1843 by William Behnes. In addition to this enduring
celebration of academic success, the list of winners of the Newcastle Scholarship was printed at the
beginning of all Eton School Lists, heading up the other awards and successes recorded. This practice
endured until the Second World War; in a similar spirit, a full appendix of winners is given at the
close of this survey.42
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The Eton System of Education Vindicated (London, 1834) 35.
The Duke recorded in his diary (23 March, 1836) that William IV talked “very kindly about the issue & effect
of my scholarship at Eton.”: see R.A. Gaunt (ed.), Unrepentant Tory: Political Selections from the Diaries of the
Fourth Duke of Newcastle-under-Lyne, 1827-38 (Woodbridge, 2006), 296.
39
Letter of 2 Sep., 1834, Life and Letters of Dr. Samuel Butler (London, 1896) II 93.
40
Eton in the Forties, by an Old Colleger (London, 1896) 310.
41
There are now seven boards bearing Newcastle Scholars and their prox. acc. counterparts (see p.XXX); in
twenty years the entire wall will be bereft of space. The adjacent wall on the right now bears the winners of the
Newcastle Classical Prize from 1976 to the present day. The room was bombed on 4 Dec., 1940 and the original
boards (see p.XXX), placed on the left wall when entering from Upper School, were destroyed when the shell
finally exploded: for an image of the considerable damage, see W. Blunt, Slow on the Feather: Further
Autobiography, 1938-1959 (Salisbury, 1986) 27.
42
It has been suggested (e.g. Cornhill Magazine 97 [1908] 762) that in Keate’s day the Newcastle Scholar was
selected to have his portrait painted for the Head Master, an extravagance that, if true, was presumably covered
by the proud parents.
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The Examination Papers:
The sequence of examinations was gruelling from the outset: for boys who lasted its course, three
papers were sat daily over four to five days late in the Lent Half, starting at 8 a.m. and ending at 6
p.m., each exam being of two to three hours in length. Four days were typically filled with a dozen
such papers; in some years a welcome half or full day of rest was granted in the midst of the week’s
examinations, thereby pushing the competition’s conclusion to Saturday. After such a demanding run,
the viva voce examination given to the Select at the end of this ordeal was understandably regarded as
welcome respite.
To give a more detailed idea of the nature of these examinations, we may conveniently focus
on the most distinguished pair of examiners that the Newcastle has enjoyed. In 1840 William
Gladstone (who left Eton in 1827) and his recent brother-in-law Lord Lyttelton (who left in 1834)
were invited to set and examine the Scholarship, which they did with evident respect and
enthusiasm,43 dividing the various papers between their areas of expertise.44 It will suffice to
summarise the list of papers for 1840 before adding some details. The schedule for the twelve papers
spread over the week beginning 30 March was as follows:
Mon.: 1) 8-10: Greek Gospel (Matthew)

2) 11-2: Church History 3) 4-6: Greek New Testament

Tues.: 4) 8-10: Greek iambics 5) 11-2: Greek prose translation 6) 4-6: Latin verse translation
Wed.:

7) 8-10: Latin prose comp.

8) 11-2: Greek verse translation

9) 4-6: Latin prose translation

Thurs.: 10) 8-10: Greek prose comp. 11) 11-2: Critical paper 12) 3.30-6: Latin verse comp.
Fri.:

13) 9-12: Subject for Latin theme (prose essay)

Afternoon: selection of the Select

Sat:

12-2: Viva voce examinations (Verg. Geo. II, Herod. III) 2.30: Award of Schol. and Med.

The scale of linguistic skill required by these papers was immense: translations into English
of large gobbets from (5) Thucydides, Demosthenes, Plato, (8) Homer, Sophocles and Pindar in
Greek, and from (9) Cicero, Livy, (6) Lucretius, Catullus and Horace in Latin, as well as a wide range
of verse and prose composition papers: extracts from (4) Massinger’s The Picture into Greek iambics,
from (12) Shakespeare’s Midsummer Night’s Dream into Latin hexameters, from (8b) Aeschylus’
Agamemnon into Latin alcaics, from (10) Burke’s Reflections on the French Revolution into Greek
prose, from (7) Clarendon’s History of the Rebellion into Latin prose, and a free composition (13) in
Latin prose on a theme taken from Burke: “That sort of reason, which banishes the affections, is
incapable of filling their place.”45 The ‘critical paper’ (11) primarily treated linguistic questions in
Latin and Greek, drawing upon literature wherever possible: e.g., “Give instances of Dorisms from
43

This reverence is abundantly clear from Gladstone’s diaries from early January to early April, 1840: see
H.C.G. Matthew (ed.), Gladstone Diaries III (Oxford, 1974) esp. 19-20. Nevertheless, Henry Cockayne Cust,
Canon of Windsor, is reported to have told Miss Margaretta Brown, Keate’s sister-in-law, that the two men were
certainly very clever but too young for the role.
44
Lyttelton wrote to Gladstone (16 Nov., 1839): “I would prefer that you should take the Divinity paper, the
Latin prose paper... and the general paper, which I imagine ought to be partly historical or antiquarian, partly
grammatical and perhaps ought to be in some measure upon general philosophical views of antiquity, and
recognized and notable modern theories, such as Niebuhr’s and Thirlwall’s on Roman and Greek history, the
Homeric Question etc. It is an old quarrel of mine with the Cambridge system as at present worked, that it
produces hardly any of such knowledge; and feeling my deficiency, I propose that branch to your Oxonian self...
I should then have the Greek papers, and the Latin verse.” (BL Add. MS 44238; draft versions of the papers
survive as Add. MS 44729 ff.1-13; the complete papers are preserved in the Eton archives under ED/138.)
45
To ‘BURKE’, the owner of the papers surviving at Eton, Robert Needham Cust, has prefixed ‘DEAF’, further
clarifying the object of his dissatisfaction with “alias E.C. Hawtrey”.
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the Greek tragedians”, “Name any Latin words which bear marks of the digamma”, “Give examples
of Greek constructions from Horace”.
The first day was devoted to theology alone, thus weeding out any candidates who were not
sufficiently up to speed in this compulsory field: clear failure here and a boy would sit no further
papers. The first and third papers tested knowledge of the original Greek, and sought clarification and
elucidation of the texts and doctrines contained in (1) Matthew and (3) the New Testament more
broadly (primarily Acts): e.g., “What internal evidences show that this Gospel was written for the use
of Hebrew converts?” The second paper posed more searching questions on Church History, ranging
from the potentially vast – “State succinctly the obvious effects of the destruction of Jerusalem (1) On
Jews, (2) On Christians, (3) On the Church” – to the more specific – “Give a succinct account of the
history of Gideon”. Quite what Gladstone meant by ‘succinct’ was probably rendered irrelevant by the
sheer paucity of time available to produce an answer.
Along with the papers for 1840, there survive at Eton sets of question papers (mostly
complete) for thirteen years from 1837 to 1961.46 Comparison of the scope and range of papers over
this period shows remarkably – and admirably – little variation. For instance, earlier examinations
show that the 1840 assessors were not painting with a uniquely broad theological brush: e.g., “Give an
outline of the History of the Jews... showing, in conclusion, how the present state of the Jews
confirms the history, and fulfils the prophecies, of the Bible” (1838) stands alongside curious
questions of detail, such as “Draw a map of St Paul’s travels” (1837). As the theological papers
developed into the twentieth century, their scope became more specifically text-based (for the Gospel
and NT papers), and more scholarly in focus (for the Church History paper). Still, this sine qua non of
the examination remained one of its most exacting elements for boys. As Guy Kendall, a Colleger at
Eton in the 1890s, later recollected:
The Newcastle Scholarship was the highest of scholastic attainment at Eton. The subjects
were classics and divinity, and the work for the latter had to be got up entirely out of
school and in addition to the ordinary school work. This was iniquitous, as it required a
rather advanced knowledge of a Gospel, the Acts of the Apostles, and likewise of Church
history. It was, in consequence, a direct inducement to overwork, and the standard was
often raised by people like [George] Armstrong [Med. 1893, Schol. 1894], who did
nothing else out of school but “sap” for it. The walls of the rooms of serious candidates
might sometimes be seen plastered with chronological sheets of persecutions and heresies
and schisms.47
Michael Longson echoed the same sentiments when describing Eton 35 years later:
the third [theological paper] was divided between The Bible (sic) and a period of church
history which varied from year to year. It was this third paper that was the nuisance: The

46

ED/138: 1837, 1838, 1840; Coll/Ben. 15/4: 1859, 1912, 1915-19, 1923, 1947, 1948, 1961; in contrast to this
regrettably patchy record, scripts for the Newcastle Scholarship for the last 25 years have been properly
archived. Most interestingly, close study of boys’ efforts is made possible through the unique preservation of a
set of answer scripts (Coll/Ben. 15/5) of the most successful candidates for the 1859 paper: J.B. Dyne (Scholar),
A. Austen Leigh (Medallist) and the top four of the Select. These were presented to the College by the son of
T.F. Fremantle (Med. 1848), one of the examiners for that year, and would repay further inspection. To cite but
one example: for the Latin hexameter theme of ‘The Leviathan Steamship’ (i.e. SS Great Easter), Ainger, the
future co-author of a celebrated English-Latin verse Gradus (1894), produced a patriotic twist on Vergil with his
opening: Surgite, Etonenses Musae, majora canamus; Dyne, the eventual Scholar, took an aptly Lucretian turn
throughout his thirty hexameters, even making a credible comparison of the vessel with the Trojan horse: qualis
equus victae superavit moenia Trojae!
47
G. Kendall, A Headmaster Remembers (London, 1933) 67. Having been placed in the middle of the Select in
his first year, Kendall goes on to state that he regrets pushing so hard (and unsuccessfully) for the Scholarship in
his last two years, the Medal of 1895 bringing little consolation.
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Bible had to look after itself, but the church history required the temporary assimilation of
a multitude of intrinsically tedious facts.48
The classical papers were subject to even less mutation over the long history of the
Scholarship. By the late nineteenth century, changing tastes in prose and verse composition – moving
away from free and novel expression towards the precise and elegant translation of a genuine literary
text – imposed themselves on the examination: papers of original composition on a stated theme (e.g.,
‘Compare Demosthenes and Cicero’: Latin prose, 1837; ‘Princess Victoria on her birthday’: Latin
elegiacs, 1837; ‘The Leviathan Steamship’: Latin hexameters, 1859) were phased out and replaced
with further passages of English poetry for translation into Greek and Latin verse (including the major
lyric metres).49
However, a change of attitude in classical education is most evident in the ‘critical paper’.
Chiefly philological questions of the nineteenth century (e.g., “Is the use of the first person dual to be
permitted in writing Greek?”) expanded to include literary matters (e.g., “What lost classical writer
would you most like to recover? Give your reason”, “Estimate the merits of Aristophanes as a
humourist” (1912) and “Estimate the debt of Roman poetry to Alexandria” (1948)). Questions of
historical and linguistic interest of course remained but seem to have called less for the recollection of
many facts and more for clear exposition. This increased variety of questions may easily be
demonstrated: e.g., “What do you know of either mines or ships in antiquity”?, “In what ways have
our ideas of the Greek spirit changed since Matthew Arnold wrote” (both 1912), “Describe the
education of a Roman senator’s son during the first century A.D.”, “Describe and explain the origins
of the principal uses of οὐ μή and μὴ οὐ” (both 1948). Wide reading and a capacious memory were of
course still rewarded: the 1912 paper posed ten quotations (five Greek, five Latin) to be attributed to
their authors and set in context. Just three will suggest the range of difficulty: “Verbosa et grandis
epistola venit | A capreis”; “Solitudinem faciunt; pacem appellant”; “μίλακος ὄζων καὶ ἀπραγμοσύνης
καὶ λεύκης φυλλοβολούσης | ἦρος ἐν ὥρᾳ χαίρων, ὁπόταν πλάτανος πτελέᾳ ψιθυρίζῃ”; Although many
such quotations will have been encountered directly as part of the voracious reading within Etonian
classrooms, many almost certainly required private, off-piste reading to be placed.50
Such a demanding sequence of examinations, be it in the 1830s or 1960s, was not for the
faint-hearted or the indolent; on the contrary, the amount of work required was of the highest order,
and there was no obvious limit to impose upon revision – or cramming – hours. Not only was
immense stamina, mental and physical, essential in order to survive the arduous trial of some thirty
hours of written tests in five days, but the labour required both to learn the theological material and
have as much classical knowledge as possible readily available for the translation and composition
papers is of heroic, indeed Herculean, proportions.
48

M. Longson, A Classical Youth and Other Pieces (London, 1985) 64. Speaking of his success in the
Scholarship for 1938, Stephen Freer similarly recalls the Gospel paper (John that year) to be “the only paper for
which any preparation was needed” (per litt.). Adrian Hollis (Newc. 1958) recalled that the “Divinity questions
looked more like what one would expect of a University final examination; I still feel a pang of conscience for
having answered a question on the features of post-exile Judaism without knowing the first thing about the
subject.”
49
On the place of verse composition, particularly in its nineteenth-century context, see C. Stray, Classics
Transformed: Schools, Universities, and Society in England, 1830-1960 (Oxford, 1998), esp. 68-74; D.J.
Butterfield, ‘Gradus ad Parnassum’ in C. Stray (ed.), Classical Dictionaries (London, 2010), 71-93; id., ‘Verses
to order: the prominence of Latin and Greek verse composition in British publications of the 19th century’ in R.
Myers (ed.), Classics and the Book Trade 1600-1900 (forthcoming; Newcastle, DE, 2013); for a broader survey
of British Neo-Latin verse, see L. Bradner, Musae Anglicanae (London, 1940).
50
The other quotations from that year were: φθίνει μὲν ἰσχὺς γῆς, φθίνει δὲ σώματος, | θνῄσκει δὲ πίστις,
βλαστάνει δ’ ἀπιστία; Ἔσπερε πάντα φέρων, ὄσα φαίνολις ἐσκεδασ’ Αὔως | φέρεις ὄιν, φέρες αἶγα, φέρεις ἄπυ
μάτερι παῖδα; Νὴ τὴν Ἥραν, καλή γε ἡ καταγωγή. ἥ τε γὰρ πλάτανος αὕτη μάλ’ ἀμφιλαφής τε καὶ ὑψηλή, τοῦ
τε ἄγνου τὸ ὕψος καὶ τὸ σύσκιον πάγκαλον; Ἄψ δ’ ὁ πάϊς πρὸς κόλπον ἐϋζώνοιο τιθήνης, | ἐκλίνθη ἰάχων,
πατρὸς φίλου ὄψιν ἀτυχθείς, | ταρβήσας χαλκόν τε ἰδὲ λόφον ἱππιοχαίτην; Non fuit exuviis tantis Cornelia
damnum, | Quin et erat magnae pars imitanda domus; Corporis exigui, praecanum, solibus aptum, | Irasci
celerem, tamen ut placabilis essem; Odi et amo. Quare id faciam, fortasse requiris. | Nescio; sed fieri sentio, et
excrucior.
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As a result, several competitors, even if successful, suffered from the vigour of their
endeavours. Creasy is said almost to have killed himself with study. The historian George Brodrick,
who managed to find a place on the Select in 1847 and 1848, had his health collapse while striving for
the Scholarship, but, once it recuperated via a trip to India, he enjoyed a successful spell at Balliol and
beyond. Henry Fitzmaurice Hallam, who won the Medal in 1840 when fifteen,51 never competed for
the Scholarship again because of the deleterious effect of the ordeal on his health.52 Such dangers of
the Newcastle even encroached upon literature: in Arthur Brookfield’s absurdly controversial novel
Simiocracy (Edinburgh, 1884), in which the Liberal Party enfranchise and import orang-utans to prop
up their government, the Foreign Secretary is introduced (p.7) as one “known to all of them as a man
of deep and strong sagacity; but they also knew that which had been for years a matter of public
notoriety – namely, that he suffered from occasional attacks of mental derangement, originally
induced by over-application when studying for the youthful distinction of the Newcastle Scholarship.”
Even into the twentieth century, the young Patrick Shaw Stewart worked so hard for the
Newcastle that his hair fell out, an irony (he reflected) when his premature entry into Sixth Form53
allowed him at last to walk bareheaded:54 furthermore, the excessive exertion debarred him from
serious work for the next four years. However, his success was of major significance: he had managed
to win the Newcastle in 1905, not only two years ante annum suum and “while still in jackets”,55 but
also ahead of Ronnie Knox, widely thought to be a shoo-in, having been Medallist to Daniel de Mendi
Macmillan (the future publisher) in 1904.56 Dismayed by one of the few academic defeats in his life,
Knox was forced to take the Medal for a second year running (he was not incapacitated by illness, as
is often reported) and betook himself to reading the entirety of the Book of Job in one sitting “by way
of spiritual comfort”.57 Although Shaw Stewart’s remarkable attempt to reassign the Scholarship to
Knox in 1906 failed,58 Knox did succeed in outperforming him for the Balliol scholarship, coming
first in 1904 to Shaw Stewart’s third in 1905.
51

Hallam tragically died at the age of 26 in 1850, a grim sequel to his elder brother Arthur’s death aged 22 in
1833, immortally versified in Tennyson’s In Memoriam. Given Gladstone’s close connections with A.H.H., the
narrow victory of John Seymour over Henry was perhaps reassuring; yet tragedy followed on the heels of
success once more, as Seymour died in 1842 aged 20.
52
Even examiners were not free from peril. William Adams, while co-examining the Scholarship in 1842,
caught a violent cold from bathing “after a day of much excitement and exertion”, which forced him to retire to
the Isle of Wight as an invalid and ultimately led to his death there in 1848.
53
I.e., the (circa) ten senior Collegers and ten senior Oppidans.
54
An alternative explanation for such a bout of alopecia is a fungoid infection.
55
So – presumably as a throw-away remark – Cyril Alington, Things Ancient and Modern (London, 1936) 107.
The Chronicle recorded the success with surprise: “[RAK] was strong favourite throughout the Half, and it was
not thought that he had any serious rival. Shaw-Stewart KS, however falsified all prophecies in brilliant
fashion… He is very young, and had not competed before. It will be remembered, however, that he gave
warning of his abilities last Summer by heading the list in the Certificate Examination. He has been specially
raised to the ranks of the Sixth.” (11 May, 1905, 657).
56
Shaw Stewart recalled: “To the workings of this tradition [that the Newcastle Scholar was promoted to Sixth
Form] was joined the consciousness that it was possible for me to beat Ronald Knox. I girt myself accordingly
to a terrific struggle against endless obscurity and the second place in the school, and quaintly enough I set
about it. The Scriptural part of the examination was highly susceptible of preparation, the classical part – being
an ordinary scholarship gamut – practically not at all... I ploughed slowly and deliberately through the Scripture
texts, always (from some confused conscientious scruple) reading every word of a book once begun, and – I am
almost sure – refraining from marking down the side. I must have handicapped myself infinitely; and yet my
memory and paper lucidity carried me through and, defeated by Ronald Knox in Classics, I defeated him (the
priest-to-be) sufficiently in Divinity to upset the balance and take the Scholarship.” (Patrick Shaw Stewart, ed.
R.A. Knox (Glasgow, 1920) 16-17). As Evelyn Waugh put it, “[t]he Newcastle Scholarship was the single
notable reverse in Ronald’s otherwise almost uninterrupted course of success at Eton” (The Life of the Right
Reverend Ronald Knox [London, 1959] 58).
57
R.A. Knox, A Spiritual Aeneid (London, 1918) 50. His mood was perhaps not helped by the misspelling of his
middle name ‘Arbuthnott’ with but one final –t on his Medals.
58
The purport of his “curious offer... quashed by the Provost” (as n.56, 20), and not publicly known until after
Shaw Stewart’s death, was presumably that, in 1906, when his own previous success and Knox’s appendicitis
debarred both from competing for that year’s Newcastle Scholarship, he proposed to resign his own Scholarship
of 1905 (thus somehow promoting Knox from Medallist to Scholar for that year) and to compete for it afresh in
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The Examiners:
Of course, the two examiners each year were also worked very hard. The number of full competitors
was usually about 30 in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, although it occasionally rose to
as high as fifty or sank as low as the mid ’teens. Up to thirty hours’ worth of scripts per candidate
from such a large cohort, each replete with technical answers, amounted to an enormous volume of
marking: although such papers could be worked through while invigilating subsequent exams, a good
deal of additional time was required beyond that. For instance, in 1836 the Reverends George Denison
and Richard Durnford were engaged with scripts until 3 a.m. before being able to make their final
decision. Gladstone himself, when writing to his wife during the examination (29 March, 1840)
observed that “[t]he bulk [of scripts, from 39 candidates] is immense – the merit far beyond anything
possible or conceivable when was I was at Eton” [i.e. a dozen years before]:59 he went on to report
that each day was filled with between ten and twelve hours’ work on the scripts, with the total
exertion of the week amounting to 62 hours.60
Despite the demanding ordeal, examiners evidently welcomed the privilege of designing and
assessing such a competition when invited. Although such illustrious examiners as Gladstone and
Lyttelton were not to be seen again in union, the Scholarship has enjoyed as assessors not only
renowned figures of the Church but also very eminent professors and scholars in the Classics,
including Benjamin Hall Kennedy, Richard Jebb, Hugh Munro, John Mayor, Henry Nettleship, Arthur
Verrall, John Postgate, Alfred Godley, Arthur Clark, Cyril Bailey, Walter Hamilton, Denys Page,
Roger Mynors, Charles Brink and Patrick Wilkinson; in the case of Hamilton, this first contact with
Eton led him to spend a most influential spell at the school from 1933 to 1946, being Master-inCollege for his last nine years. The first former Scholar to examine the Scholarship was Edward
Creasy (Newc. 1831) in 1842. Examiners could perform this role more than once: in the first ten years
of the competition, John Lonsdale examined no fewer than four times; this family tradition continued
through his son James Gylby Lonsdale (Newc. 1834), who returned to Eton five times to examine the
prize.
Beyond the major business of determining the Scholar and Medallist, the very selection of the
Select was a matter of great importance. Although this distinguished pool could be as large as
fourteen (as in 1893; thirteen in 1851 and 1872) it was often much smaller, sometimes only of two or
three (as in 1842 and 1843): it could therefore be as many as forty percent, or as few as five percent,
that made the longed-for cut. Typical figures would be a Select of ten drawn from thirty or so
candidates: examiners often bracketed boys on the Select into two or three groups of equal merit (no
doubt at the suggestion of Cambridge examiners, where the practice was common), each bracket
recording names alphabetically; in several years, however, all candidates of the Select were listed
individually in decreasing order of success. Since the Newcastle was understandably self-selective in
its entrants, finding a place upon the Select was a hard-won achievement61 and a source of genuine
1907, which would give him reason to postpone going up to Balliol, to stay on at Eton and to become Captain of
School. Such a seemingly generous but undoubtedly radical offer was rejected by Hornby: Shaw Stewart was
ushered off to Oxford and the boards stand unchanged. I am grateful to the Lord Gladwyn for clarifying the
details of this episode: for the important context see his Patrick Shaw Stewart: An Edwardian Meteor (The
Dovecote Press, 2010) 25-50, esp. 44-5.
59
Gladstone to his Wife, ed. A.T. Bassett (London, 1936) 33-4.
60
“Vinegar thank God carries my eyes through so much MS, & the occupation is deeply interesting” (Gladstone
diaries for 3 Apr., 1840 [as n.43, III 20]). Regarding examiners’ efforts a century later, James Ramsden reports
(per litt.) that examiners occasionally needed prompting after their exhausting assessment: during the reading
over for the 1942 prize, A.N. Bryan-Brown of Worcester College, Oxford, praised the work of Snowden and
Fox. “When he did it a second time, Lord Quickswood looked anxious and gave him a jog, after which he
changed horses and talked about Ramsden and Snow. How all this happened was never explained.”
61
M.R. James (Eton and King’s: Recollections, Mostly Trivial, 1875-1925 [London, 1926] 71) records that a
customary means of distraction for the night on which the Select was announced was to climb upon cloister
roofs in search of bats; other perks were more broadly on offer to Newcastle entrants: “during the Newcastle
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pride.62 Even making the Select could occasionally enthuse boys with sufficient fervour to wax
lyrical.63 One’s placing in the Select could serve as an index of current standing and a potent
inducement for further attempts: take for instance the gradatim progress of F.H. Rawlins: 1867, 3=
Select; 1868, 1= Select; 1869, Medallist; 1870, Scholar;64 many lesser minds, by contrast, such as
Robert Cust (1837-40), keenly sat for the Scholarship in four successive years but never rose beyond
the Select. For much of the nineteenth century, a place on the Select allowed promotion to the Head
Master’s division, even if obviously ahead of one’s time;65 in the early twentieth century, the practice
was restricted to the few who prematurely won the Newcastle itself but were still too young to
proceed to university.
In 1835 Edward Hawtrey, then in the first year of his Head Mastership, entertained the Select
for dinner, a practice that endured for a considerable time; by the late nineteenth century the practice
had developed into taking breakfast in the Library or the Provost’s Lodge laid on by the Head Master
or Provost themselves (who were typically absent), an act of hospitality that occurred irregularly after
the 1880s, and was last seen in the 1940s.66
The Effect on Boys:
The creation of the Newcastle certainly captured the imagination of Etonians, since it regularly
appeared in their literary and comic endeavours. An early example from The Kaleidoscope, a journal
run by boys in the 1830s, is provided by “The Scholarship”, a poem signed ‘E.I.A’. The scene is set in
the opening verses: “Poor Richard Bobkin, with the squinting eye, | For the Newcastle scholarship
would try. | What, he? Oh yes; you know one gets a name, | Is called a “sap”, and has a studious
fame.” In the end, however, poor Bobkin was intimidated from actually sitting the Examination by the
sheer amount and range of reading demanded of him. The poem closes: “Then thus he writes to keep
papa from storming, | And swearing that Richard wants reforming – | “I should have tried, and at least
got the medal, | But at the very time I lay in bed ill!”.67
The Scholarship even found its way into Ancient Greek. In his remarkable diary of boating
life at Eton for 1829-30, written throughout in a fine Thucydidean style, Thomas Kynaston Selwyn
records in March 1829 the strife occasioned by boys’ defiance of the ban imposed by Keate (ὁ Kῆτος,
‘Mr Whale’!) on rowing, but adds as an aside:
ἔτυχε δὲ ἡ εὐθύνη ὑπὲρ τοῦ ἀγωνίσματος ὃ ἔδωκεν ἀγωνοθετῶν ὁ Νεόπυργος γενναῖος
ἀνὴρ κατὰ τὸν καιρὸν τοῦτον οὖσα. (‘And the examination for the scholarship that the
Scholarship the contestants are allowed out [for an hour] after lock-up, and the traditional occupation is
community hoop-bowling which sweeps away a Newcastle headache better than anything” (P. Brownrigg in B.
Fergusson ed., Eton Portrait [London, 1937] 54); during the period of examination, competitors for the
Newcastle were also allowed to play fives between the buttresses of Chapel.
62
At least three members of the Select (Arthur Heygate in 1882, Charles Willis in 1899, and Robert Durnford in
1914) recorded this distinction in their Who’s Who entries.
63
One Colleger (R. Durnford), on reading of his name in the List of the Select for the Newcastle in 1860,
composed the following impromptu poem of thanks: “Shall mercies, O my God, like these | Unnumbered
though they be, | Excite no love in my dull heart, – | No gratitude to Thee? || A recompense I cannot give, |
Return I cannot make, | But oh, accept at least my love, | For Christ my Saviour’s sake!” (Early Promise, 2nd ed.,
London, 1870, xvi).
64
Compare also, e.g., E.D. Stone (Schol. 1852) and J.E.C. Welldon (1873), who both worked their way
gradually up the Select to win the Newcastle in their fourth attempt (a fifth could not be made); a stark contrast
is provided by those who won on their first attempt: e.g., perhaps in the Scholarship’s most competitive age, R.
Day (1845), E. Warre (1854) and F. Warre Cornish (1857).
65
See J.E.C. Welldon, Recollections and Reflections (London, 1915) 34.
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“It was the last day of the Easter half of 1877. The select for the Newcastle had breakfasted, as usual, in the
Library, where we were entertained sumptuously by the kindness of the Headmaster, though he himself was
never present in person. I confess that I loved those breakfasts. Our troubles were over: the viva voce was
negligible: and the food was excellent.” (The National Review 81 [1923] 563).
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The Kaleidoscope 5 (25 March, 1833) 196-7.
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noble-born gentleman, Newcastle, had given as founder happened to occur at that
time’.)68
It is little surprise that this assiduous diarist who chose Attic Greek for his preferred medium proved
to be the Newcastle Scholar in 1830, its second year of competition.
Typically, the existence of the Newcastle was a source of respect and trepidation among boys.
Indeed, the emotions for one preparing for the Newcastle were acutely satirised by an anonymous skit
of the 1870s: “Novacastellena, Being the Diary of a Week’s “Sapping” for the “Newcastle
Scholarship”, March, 1876.”69 Among the entries we find:
MONDAY. I came to the conclusion that I was born to do great things; thought I was
probably cut out for a poet; wasn’t quite sure, however, as I didn’t know much about
poetry or poets, except that the one has rhymes, the other long hair.
After 4. Went “down town” and ordered Jowett’s “Plato”, Donaldson’s “Pindar”,
Shilleto’s “Thucydides”, and six grammars, including Madvig and Goodwin. Just before
school saw my books arrive in a wheelbarrow. I began to have qualms.
... Went to bed early, dreamt Professors Goodwin and Madvig were quarrelling over the
relative value of their particles. M. had rather the best of it.
TUESDAY After 2: [On discussing the problems of English to Latin translation] “Syntax
especially puzzled me; nothing could be simpler than the natural rendering “Peccati
vectigal”, but how to account for the y instead of the i in English?
WEDNESDAY After 6: Went to bed with a headache and a wet handkerchief tied round
my head. Dreamt I was Newcastle Scholar, crowned with laurel; woke up and found the
laurel was only the handkerchief.
SATURDAY After 4: Gave up the whole thing in disgust: determined to “bar” the
Newcastle as a nuisance.
Giving up in such circumstances need not occasion surprise: the serious reading and private study
required to make a good go of the Scholarship have never been in doubt. Charles George Lyttelton, 8th
Viscount Cobham, did not hesitate to report in 1862 that “[s]ome read quite as much as a hard-reading
man at the university [sic], as the Newcastle approaches.”70
The Domination of College:
There is one fact that a survey of the Newcastle Scholarship cannot ignore: the inescapable dominance
of Collegers among the list of Newcastle Scholars. Those short but weighty letters ‘KS’ adorn almost
every possible space on the prize boards; only in the earliest and most recent phases of the
competition is their presence not ubiquitous. Since the Scholarship was founded during the last years
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Eton in 1829-30: A Diary of Boating and Other Events written in Greek by Thomas Kynaston Selwyn,
Newcastle Scholar 1830, ed. E. Warre (London, 1903) 15 §18 (23); cf. also 19 §21 (26).
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This piece was first published in the Etonian but later included in Out of School at Eton; being A Collection of
Poetry and Prose Writings (London, 1877) 31-41; the collection was edited by Lord Curzon, and
‘Novacastellana’ could be from the hand of J.K. Stephen.
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Clarendon Commission Report 8573, 22 Nov., 1862; Cobham was then a student at Trinity College,
Cambridge; his father, Lord Lyttelton, was among the questioners. Rather facetiously, the Chronicle pondered
on the possibility of a year’s full revision for the Newcastle: “[we] ask whether it has ever happened, or whether
it could possibly happen, that anyone should begin working for one year’s Newcastle simultaneously with the
completion of that of the year before. We cast grave doubts about the veracity of those who would support such
an assertion.” (6 April, 1905, 653).
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in which College elections were made through nomination, and not by academic competition, it is no
surprise that the Oppidans then achieved some success through their obvious advantage in numbers:
in the 1820s the approximate number of Oppidans was 500, which rose to around 700 by the middle
of the century; the statutory restriction of Collegers’ numbers to 70 meant that, even in this period,
they accounted for no more than some ten or twelve percent of the school. Accordingly, in the first
dozen years of the competition, no fewer than ten of the Scholars were Oppidans.
Alas, such levels of success were not to be seen again. For the appointment of Francis
Hodgson to the Provostship in 1840 led to a number of educational reforms, including the institution
of the competitive elections of King’s Scholars. This particularly academic intensity within College,
as the change of KS fortunes in the Scholarship from the 1840s amply demonstrates, has endured ever
since. Understandably, their rising success was not to the taste of a considerable portion of Etonians,
past and present. Such rumbling dissatisfaction was brought to the fore when John Coleridge, 1st
Baron Coleridge, stirred up a debate about the disparity between the intellectual attainments of
Collegers and Oppidans. Having been an Oppidan at Eton in the 1830s, although he missed out on
both the Scholarship and the Medal himself, Coleridge drew on the fate of the Newcastle as
significant evidence of the stark inequality in achievement. He spoke of
the great disproportion which has existed for some years between the Oppidans and
Collegers as to the Newcastle Scholarship and Medal. This institution has existed thirtytwo years. In the first twelve there were ten Oppidan Scholars to two Collegers, and six
Medallists to six… In the last twelve there were three Oppidan scholars to nine, and three
Medallists to nine.71 Considering the immense superiority of numbers of Oppidans to
Collegers, and that the former have the advantage of being, if they please, private pupils,
which is denied to the latter, this difference of numbers is remarkable… I believe I am not
far from correct when I say that for some years the proportion of the Select has been ten
to one in favour of the Collegers… I think this indicates more industry, quite as much as
more ability, in College than out of it; and, what is worse, a positive want of industry and
interest in the studies of the school among the Oppidans.72
Coleridge’s remarks, close to the bone for the majority of Etonians, attracted plenty of comment in the
journals and newspapers of the day. Their effect was even evident in the questions of Lord Clarendon,
posed in his Royal Commission upon Public Schools of 1861-4.73 For instance, when asked by
Clarendon why “there is no incentive to an upper boy to distinguish himself intellectually”, Oscar
Browning, a Master, responded:
After upper division trials, the only prizes open to a boy are, in the first place, the
Newcastle, which has of late years been monopolised by the Collegers, and the Oppidans
have got to think it rather beyond them… if you said to an Oppidan that he must try for
the select and the Newcastle, he would rather regard it as beyond him… If you asked an
ordinary Oppidan, I should think he generally would not know who was the Newcastle
scholar… The interest as to who gets the Newcastle is not to be compared with the
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The success of Oppidans in 1853, 1854 and 1855 was discussed by Henry Brandreth: “I ascribe this to Mr.
Cookesley’s teaching the Second Division from 1851 to 1854.” But he continues: “[s]ince then, 48 Collegers
and 14 Oppidans have been selected, and as the Oppidans are ten times as numerous as the Collegers, it seems
scandalous that they should be so beaten” (A Few Words with the Eton Reformers [London, 1865] 20-1). The
figures for Collegers’ domination of the Select would only rise: e.g., in 1876-7, 23 of the 25 selected for viva
voce examinations were KS; in 1913 all eleven of the Scholar, Medal and Select were.
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Public School Education, A Lecture (London, 1861) 73.
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Nine schools were closely investigated over the three years by Lord Clarendon’s panel: Eton, Winchester,
Westminster, Charterhouse, St Paul’s, Merchant Taylors, Harrow, Rugby, Shrewsbury (‘Every Which Way
Clarendon StoPs MosT Headmasters Running/Ruining Schools’). 31 witnesses from Eton were subject to 9,261
questions.
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interest of who is in the eight, or who is in the eleven, or anything of that kind… If you
ask them, they generally answer ‘Some Colleger or other’.74
This view was soon represented more broadly. Having compared the high favour curried by academic
distinction in German schools, Walter Perry remarked in 1877: “when an English boy enters his
school, it is not the Newcastle scholar or the Tomline scholar75 who is pointed out to him as the object
of his cult, but the captain of the boats, or of “the eleven”.”76 Reflecting on his own time at Eton
(1887-93), Maurice Baring similarly observed: “A boy would be thought more important for making a
hundred at Lord’s than for winning the Newcastle scholarship.”77 He later added (p.25): “to get the
Newcastle is known to be difficult and worthwhile: none of the other prizes count for much, and the
Hervey prize (for English verse) does not create a ripple of envy or of excitement.” Even those
without a direct connection to Eton could make general observations of a similar nature, such as the
following from – the Duke may rejoice – The Christian Spectator:
The “Collegers” are those who take the prizes, Newcastle Scholarship, and all. The
“Oppidans” cultivate cricket, rowing, and gentlemanly bearing generally. The intellectual
vigour of the school and college thus comes from the lower class.78
However, the Liberal politician John Delaware Lewis could write in 1875 of the recent change in
attitude at Eton compared to his own spell in the 1840s:
“Sap”, or student, may have died out as a term of reproach, and the Newcastle scholar
may be a greater personage than the captain of the boats. The king’s scholars, or poorer
students, who win almost all of these Newcastle scholarships, may now be looked upon,
as they deserve to be looked upon, with the greatest consideration and respect.79
Respect there may have been but redress there was not.80 In the hundred-year period from
1870 to 1969, all but seven Newcastle Scholars (i.e. 93%) were King’s Scholars; of the Medallists, all
but twelve (i.e. 88%) were Collegers. This impressive dominance was thus scarcely ever interrupted
from the 1850s until the alterations made to the prize in the 1970s (on which more below).81 Although
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Clarendon Commission Report, 5153: 12 July, 1862. Fifty years later, Browning recorded a similar attitude
among the boys themselves: “The Headmaster, who was not friendly towards the Society did his best to
persuade [J.E.C.] Welldon [Newc. 1873] to resign his position, on the ground that it would hinder his chance of
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minds.” (‘Confessions of an Eton Master’, The Nineteenth Century 17 [Jan., 1885] 170-84, at 179).
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I.e. the most successful candidate in the mathematical examination endowed by George Tomline, first
awarded in 1846 (building upon a mathematical prize founded in 1837).
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Lost Lectures: or, The Fruits of Experience (London, 1932) 19.
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an athlete, also once Newcastle Scholar and Fellow of All Souls” (Memories [London, 1899] 89).
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An anonymous piece in the Chronicle on the famous Newcastle contest of 1905 (on which see above) offered
a more nuanced interpretation of the disparity: “It is a common thing to say that the Oppidans have deteriorated
as a body since the time when they used to figure regularly as winners of the Newcastle; we think it just to say
that it is rather College who have improved.” (11 May, 1905, 657).
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From 1881 to 1905 (25 years) and 1910-41 (32 years) the run of Collegers’ success for the Newcastle
Scholarship was unbroken; when James Ramsden at last interrupted their rule in 1942, he was the first Oppidan
Scholar to win the award; thirteen OS successes have followed since. Cf. the address of Edward Boyle, Baron
Boyle of Handsworth, when President of the Classical Association (‘A Classical Education Revisited’,
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in the first 25 years of the competition, Oppidans won both the Scholarship and the Medal in the same
year on nine occasions,82 that feat was not achieved again for over one hundred years: for in 1965,
more motorum borum Londiniensium, both the Scholarship and the Medal were won by Oppidan
Scholars, the present Provost, Lord Waldegrave, beating the Hon. A.J.L. Bruce to the Newcastle
itself.83 Since the major reform of the prize in 1976, such dual Oppidan success has againbecome
common enough once more.84 In terms of overall figures, from 1829 to 1976, King’s Scholars took
119 of the 148 (80%) Scholarships offered; incorporating 1977 to 2013, the figure for total KS
emerges as 140, i.e. just over three quarters.
The disparity in Oppidans’ overall success in the competition was certainly not for the lack of
incentive. In 1877 a new prize in Divinity alone was founded by John Wilder, then Vice-Provost,
which was to be awarded for the best total score for the three theological papers taken as part of the
Newcastle: the winner of the Wilder Divinity Prize was therefore announced at the same time as the
Newcastle Scholar and Medallist (and could be won by either of those). Although the Wilder Divinity
prize held great distinction, as did the Tomline for Mathematics (see n.75) and, in due course, the
Rosebery History Prize (1910), the blue riband remained firmly tied to the Newcastle. Nevertheless,
Oppidan attitudes remained divided about how important success in it, as the pinnacle of academic
distinction, really was. For a nineteenth-century view, which no doubt reflected the opinion of many
before, then and after, we may cite the assertion of John Walter, Liberal politician and proprietor of
The Times:
I should not wish one of my sons to get that [= the Newcastle] scholarship, judging from
what I have known, from my own observation, of the future careers of men of my own
time who obtained it. I think it has the effect of stimulating early talents too soon, and that
a boy very soon pays for it in afterlife... I think the great object of a public school is to
train the greatest amount of average talent which is likely to be useful in English society.
You want a strong healthy race of men, both in mind and body, and not a number of
finely grown plants, and not boys like three-year-old winners of the Derby – horses who
win one race, and then are done for.85
The allegation that the winners of the Newcastle scholarship rarely tended to be men of
significance obviously rankled, further stoking the debate about Collegers’ domination by querying
whether such success was even worthy of pursuit. A keen case for the contrary came via Henry
Brandreth’s pamphlet A Few Words with the Eton Reformers (London, 1865), in which he provided
(pp.34-43) a list of all members of the Newcastle Select (including Scholars and Medallists) from
Proceedings of the Classical Association 71 [1974] 27 n.): “In my own year, most unusually, the prospective
winner of the Newcastle Scholarship – the summit of classical achievement at Eton – was not a Colleger but an
Oppidan, James Ramsden.”
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1829, 1832, 1834, 1839, 1840, 1847, 1848, 1849, 1854.
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In the twentieth century success in either the Scholarship or the Medal was rare in the extreme for boys who
were neither KS nor OS: after the Scholarship was won by Geoffrey Morris in 1906, the feat was not repeated
again until Henry Dimbleby in 1988 (after the second reconfiguration of the Scholarship in 1987, on which see
below), whereafter it has happened another four times (1990, 2002, 2006, 2007); in the case of the Medal, after
a few cases in the early decades of the century (1909, 1911, 1930, 1937), such success sine litteris was not
repeated until Jacob Rees-Mogg took the Medal in 1986.
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Clarendon Commission Report, 9412-13, 17 March, 1863. William Johnson Cory (Newc. 1841) used
similarly equine imagery when lauding the Newcastle winner of 1842 (in a letter of 1 May from King’s College,
Cambridge, to his family): “we got the news of another Newcastle scholar, whom I had the pleasure of
congratulating (by letter) in the person of my friend Rice — who, I am happy to say, won easily, proving
himself a blood horse, though deficient in bone and wind, and beating the half-breds that had been feared as his
dangerous competitors. So I rejoiced most triumphantly — though wishing I had been able to join in the cheers
in Long Chamber, or to have some one here capable of going full lengths with me in jubilation, which (as ugly
Euclid says) is impossible.” (F. Warre Cornish ed., Extracts from the Letters and Journals of William Cory
[Oxford, 1897] 6). One hopes that the horse named Newcastle presented to Frederick Whitting from his father
on his winning the Scholarship in 1853 was, at least per se, a long-lasting success on the Turf.
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1829 up to 1864 who had gone on to achieve success at University and distinction in their subsequent
careers: alongside a wealth of first-class results and prizes swept across the board at Oxford and
Cambridge, he recorded professors, Chief Justices, Indian Civil Service prodigies and over sixty
Fellows at the two ancient universities, a most impressive and imposing crop by any account.
Yet an ambivalent or even negative attitude to such seemingly objective success endured in
certain quarters. For instance, an ‘Etoniensis’ (sic) wrote to the Pall Mall Gazette on 14 April, 1886,
to highlight how many successful men Eton had produced prior to such examinations, alleging that:
the utter inability of examinations to produce men86 is shown by a study of the names of
the boys whose success in examinations has carried them through college at Eton and
King’s, and also by the lists of boys selected for merit in examination for the Newcastle
scholarship. But of all these promising boys how few have made a mark in life.87
Even among boys still at Eton similar claims were occasionally made into the twentieth century: in an
unsigned contribution to the Amphibian, an Etonian periodical that briefly flourished around the turn
of the century, the overall calibre of Newcastle Scholars was openly critiqued. In response, a piece in
the Eton College Chronicle complained that the author “tells us that the great men we have produced
are seldom Newcastle Scholars or Medallists, that our Scholars and Medallists never grow up to
greatness,”88 before retorting cogently that truly great men are so few and far between, that winning
the Newcastle is rather, among such grand terms, neither here nor there.
Some Distinguished Winners:
It is for higher minds to judge “truly great” men. But, if we may choose just one index of excellence
and importance, some fifty Newcastle prize-winners (Scholars and Medallists) can still be found in
the latest edition of The Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, including all of the first six
Scholars. It would be an arduous – and, given the confines of space, invidious – task to list all
publicly distinguished winners of the prize. However, a swift survey should show the broad spectrum
of careers in which success in the Newcastle – for so long to so many the crowning of the cleverest
boy in the country – has been a significant early step. (Years of Newcastle success are given in
parentheses.)
It is little surprise that the prize has produced its fair share of divines – including John
Lonsdale (1834), Bishop of Lichfield, Henry Churton (1861), Bishop of Nassau, Herbert Ryle (1875),
Dean of Westminster, John Harmer (1877), Bishop of Rochester, William Inge (1879), Dean of St
Paul’s, Walter Hobhouse (1880), Archdeacon of Aston, E. Gordon Selwyn (1903), Dean of
Winchester – and of Classicists – William Wayte (1846), Sir Roger Mynors (1922), Sir Charles
Willink (1946), Edward Hussey (1956), Adrian Hollis (1958), Richard Jenkyns (1966), Armand
D’Angour (1976). Of this distinguished gathering, Mynors deserves special praise, being among the
very greatest Latinists of the twentieth century, and the only figure to have held both the Cambridge
Kennedy (1944-53) and the Oxford Corpus (1953-70) Chairs in Latin.
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Although the noun is unqualified, the preceding context suggests a pregnant sense of ‘useful men’, ‘men
prepared for the world’; the Newcastle does not jeopardise virility.
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Even former winners of the Scholarship did not always acknowledge its accuracy in predicting future
eminence. Francis Cornish (Newc. 1857) noted of Scholars that: “[t]heir sisters think them heroes – some of
them become successful schoolmasters, a few judges or bishops. Take the list of Newcastle scholars for the last
twenty-five years [1861-85], and you will find few eminent names among them: enough perhaps not to condemn
the whole system, but not enough to show that the Newcastle examination picks out the best men.” (‘Eton
Reform’, Nineteenth Century Review 28 [1885] 577-8). This attitude was later echoed in the twentieth century in
comments such as that of Teddy Jessel, a boy of celebrated wit in the school in the 1920s, who “imitating a
master’s complacent tones” used to exclaim of given Collegers, “brilliant scholar, won the Newcastle three
times running… and now he has passed second into the Office of Works” (quoted by Cyril Connolly in Enemies
of Promise [London, 1938] 228).
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‘Defensio Sapientis’, Eton College Chronicle (1904) 505. The author could have been Ronnie Knox.
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Equally understandable is the proliferation of schoolmasters: although some were primarily
based away from Eton, such as Edward Carus Selwyn (1872, Head Master of Uppingham) and James
Welldon (1873, Head Master of Harrow), the majority found their careers at the school, including
William Johnson Cory (1841), Edward Stone (1852), Francis Warre Cornish (1857), Henry Mozley
(1860), Francis Rawlins (1870), Hugh Macnaghten (1881), Jan Crace (1897), Richard Martineau
(1928), Alan Holmes (1932), David Simpson (1935) and, once more, Charles Willink (1946):
Newcastle Scholars have also risen to the Etonian posts of Head Master (Edward Balston, 1836;
Edmond Warre, 1854) and Provost (Edmond Warre, 1854; Monty James, 1882; William Waldegrave,
Baron Waldegrave of North Hill, 1965).89
However, academic interests of scholars have spread far wider than the content of the
examination papers: history (Thomas Allies, 1829; Sir Edward Creasy, 1831; Goldwin Smith, 1841;
Scott Mandelbrote, 1985), French literature (Arthur Tilley, 1871), archaeology (Robert Carr
Bosanquet, 1890), medicine (Sir Edwin Cooper Perry, 1876), philosophy (Robin Mayor, 1887), law
(Sir Roland Wilson, 1858) and economics (Dennis Robertson, 1898).
Judges have included Sir John Wickens (1833), Sir Henry Cotton (1838), Sir William Rann
Kennedy (1864) and Robert Carnwath, Lord Carnwath of Notting Hill (1962). Several Scholars have
enjoyed – or are enjoying – successful careers in politics, such as Sir Henry Willink (1912), Quintin
Hogg, Baron Hailsham of St Marylebone (1925),90 James Ramsden MP (1942), Douglas Hurd, Baron
Hurd of Westwell (1947), Lord Waldegrave (1965) and Kwasi Kwarteng MP (1992); we must still
wait for a Newcastle Scholar to achieve the highest political office in the land.91 Among many
successful civil servants there have been Francis Graham-Harrison (1931), Sir Wilfrid Bourne (1940),
Sir Brian Young (1941) and Sir Anthony Rawlinson (1944). Diplomatic and ambassadorial careers
have included Ronald Hope-Jones (1939) and Sir Stephen Egerton (1951). As well as journalism
(Stephen Hugh-Jones, 1953; Aidan Foster-Carter, 1964; Harry Eyres, 1975), the literary world has
also beckoned Scholars, including authors (M.R. James once more), playwrights (Reggie Oliver,
1970) and publishers (Daniel Macmillan, 1904). The presence of celebrated chess players (William
Wayte, 1846; Adrian Hollis, 1958) alongside a restaurateur (Henry Dimbleby, 1988) suggests that no
path of distinction is debarred by Newcastle success.
Times have not always been so fortunate, and the indiscriminate slaughter of the Great War,
which deprived the country of a generation, also had its victims among Newcastle Scholars, such as
the polymath banker turned war poet Patrick Shaw Stewart (1905), the incipient Classic William
Butcher (1910), the civil servant Edward Finlay (1908), the multitalented Billy Grenfell (1909), and
the flying ace Arthur Rhys-Davids (1917). More broadly, one in five Etonians who served in the War
did not return; for those on the Newcastle Select, the figure was more than one in three.
A no less distinguished and wide-ranging list of worthies could be drawn from among the
Medallists: divines (the Revd William Fremantle, 1849; the Revd Rowland Williams, 1835),
Classicists (Oliffe Richmond, 1900; Sir Stephen Gaselee, 1901; Michael Stokes, 1950, 1951; Robin
Lane Fox, 1963, 1964; Simon Hornblower, 1966, 1967), schoolmasters (Guy Kendall, 1895),
journalists (Cecil Sprigge, 1915), politicians (Jacob Rees-Mogg MP, 1986), civil servants (Sir
Richmond Willoughby Ritchie, 1874; Sir Nicholas Macpherson, 1977), judges (Robert John Parker,
Baron Parker of Waddington, 1876), financiers and bankers (Sir Henry Babington-Smith, 1882;
Jeremy Leigh-Pemberton, 1972) etc. etc.
Rarely has victory in the Newcastle fallen to more than one family member. A small number
of brothers have both taken the prize – William (1832) and Henry (1838) Cotton, William Rann
(1864) and John (1866) Kennedy, Richard (1923) and Anthony (1926) Martineau, Charles (1946) and
Stephen (1950) Willink. However, it took a surprisingly long period for a father and son to win across
generations: this was first achieved by Gordon Selwyn (1903), son of Edward Carus (1872). The feat
has been repeated by Denis Dannreuther (1921), son of Sigmund (1892), Sir Stephen Egerton (1951)
son of William (1919), and David Hugh-Jones (1993), son of Stephen (1951); given the joint success
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John Hornby, both Head Master and Provost of Eton, was top of the Select for 1854, perhaps upon his only
entry for the Newcastle.
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When Lord Hailsham wrote that he “won few school prizes apart from the Newcastle and Wilder Divinity
Prize” (A Sparrow’s Flight [London, 1990] 37), this was a back-handed admission of the utmost success.
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of Charles and Stephen, Sir Henry Willink (1912) had the unique pleasure of seeing both of his sons
repeat his achievement of winning the Newcastle. In at least one case, success has been separated by
two generations: the victory of Walter Hobhouse (1880) was emulated by his grandson Edward
Hussey (1956).
Twentieth-century developments:
The number of twentieth-century names among the list above clearly shows that competition for the
Scholarship remained intense throughout the 1900s. As a sample of boys’ enduring interest in the
contest we may cite a piece from the Eton College Chronicle for 1911 (p.90):
There are no fewer than six of last year’s select in the School, so that competition will be
very keen. Madan, K.S., who was second on the 1911 select, has already proved himself
far the best Classical scholar of the year, and should succeed in winning the Newcastle
itself with ease. For the Medal we think there will be a hard struggle between Lambart,
K.S. (who was on the select in 1910 as well as in 1911) and Willink, K.S. (last year’s
Wilder Divinity Prizeman), though some of the others will not be far behind.92
As it happened, Henry Willink took the prize, with both Geoffrey Madan (author of the splendid
parody Herodotus at Eton, most remarkably ‘Sent Up for Play’) and Julian ‘Leggy’ Lambart being
pushed into the Select by Roland Fell.
A further incentive to success in the Scholarship during the twentieth century was provided a
few years later by the legacy of the celebrated politician and sportsman Alfred Lyttelton, brother of
the then Head Master, Edward. In 1915 the Alfred Lyttelton Memorial Fund was invested in securities
to produce an income of about £40 per annum for a scholarship of one year’s duration to be held by
each Newcastle Medallist, who would also bear the name ‘Alfred Lyttelton Scholar’. That Lyttelton
was the first sportsman to represent England at both football and cricket,93 but yet had his money go
towards the most academic of accolades, the Newcastle, evinces the utmost prestige that the prize still
enjoyed. However, being the youngest son of Lord Lyttelton, Alfred was perhaps cognisant of his
father’s being Medallist and not Scholar (contra ODNB). This supplementary award persisted for at
least fifty years.94
Even if the Classics found themselves in an ever more crowded curriculum and distracted
world as the century progressed, the Newcastle retained renown within and without Etonian walls.95
The overall range and content of the examination continued unchanged (some twelve papers, of which
at least eight were classical, and three theological), and the competition was still intense among the
best: even in the 1940s, the Newcastle was spoken of with a reverence enjoyed by no other Eton
award. Lord Hurd recalls:
The next step was to tackle Everest, in the form of the Newcastle scholarship... In 1947
the Newcastle was certainly Victorian in its intensity. It consisted of the usual Greek
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Collegers are recorded to have held a sweepstake about the winner in very many years over the prize’s
history. Not only is this practice evidenced as early as 1830 (year 2!) but it endured well into the latter half of
the twentieth century: Adrian Hollis (Newc. 1958) recorded, “I feel sure that any boy caught betting on a horserace would have felt a heavy weight of disapproval. But nobody objected to the annual Newcastle sweepstake in
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If evidence exists of the title’s persistence after 1964 it would be gratefully received.
95
Even in 1950, The Spectator (Harold Nicholson in ‘Marginal Comments’) could cite the “Newcastle scholar”
(without further explanation) as an archetypal example of sound Classical knowledge (Vol. 184 [1950], 336 col.
1).
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and Latin papers, namely construing hitherto unseen Greek and Latin prose and
composing Greek and Latin verse... But to them was added a general divinity paper, and
most important of all detailed examinations on St Matthew’s Gospel and the Acts of the
Apostles in the original Greek. These last two required intense preparation in our spare
time, on top of the ordinary school curriculum.96
Amidst almost biblical disasters – plague in the form of fraternal scarlet fever and his own chicken
pox, flood in the form of the Thames spreading across Eton, and exile in the form of the Bennett
Cottage in Oare – Hurd managed to prevail and take the Newcastle in his penultimate year.
However, such success was not regarded as possible for all who put in. For instance, the
anecdote survives that Dugald Stewart,97 competing for the Newcastle in 1940, wished to “mob it up”:
the jest for him and those of his colleagues prepared to share in the fun was to insert a word, chosen at
random from the dictionary each day, into their divinity papers. The first day brought ‘palatal’, which
some successfully worked into their discussion of the weakness of St Paul’s flesh; the next day
brought a greater challenge with ‘keck’ (i.e. vomit): should the word be used metaphorically, in the
context of moral outrage or voluminous exposition, or – as one or two Collegers tried – as a
conveniently created German scholar, Dr Keck, an authority on some theological point or other? The
examiners unsurprisingly apprehended this peculiarity of certain scripts but supposed it to be an outré
joke about one beak or another.98
The 1976 Division: constitutum est discidium
Almost one hundred and fifty years of the Scholarship have now been surveyed; however, in the Lent
Half of 1976 the Scholarship was awarded in its full form for the last time, i.e. ten papers (seven
classical, along with the three divinity papers) set and marked by two examiners.99 Armand D’Angour
thus won the archetypal Newcastle in its final outing, for the year 1976 marked a major turning point
in the history of the prize.100 The Scholarship then underwent its first major alteration since its
foundation. Spurred on by the reforming Head Master, Michael McCrum, the then Head of Classics,
Martin Hammond, decided that, since the Newcastle’s primarily classical content meant that success
necessarily required excellence in Latin and Greek, those pupils interested in divinity but not
themselves on the Classics side were being excluded from success in the school’s most distinguished
competition, given that the Wilder Divinity Prize (rewarded on the theological papers alone) was of
appreciably lesser renown. In addition, it had become somewhat anachronistic for a Classic to be
expected to have a broad range of knowledge in matters of the divine. That the Newcastle for 1976
only attracted eight competitors does indicate the changed environment in which the Scholarship then
found itself.101 A lesser issue, although one that was perceptible, was the difficulty of finding two
96

D. Hurd, Memoirs (London, 2003) 55-6.
Later CMG, KCVO and Ambassador to Yugoslavia.
98
For this anecdote I am most grateful to Sir Brian Young, who in the following year secured both the
Newcastle and the Victor Ludorum.
99
The classical papers were Latin unseens (prose and verse), Latin prose comp., Latin verse comp., Greek
unseens (prose and verse), Greek prose comp., Greek verse comp. and the ‘critical paper’: skill in composition
thus remained the major desideratum for success; the Gospel and Acts papers were the same as in previous
years, although for the last years of the competition the third theological paper concerned a ‘special subject’, e.g.
‘Incarnation’ (1976). I am grateful to Dr D’Angour for these details.
100
Even in the last years of its unreformed existence, the significance of the Newcastle remained considerable:
its most recent mention in print, within his autobiographical homage to Horace, comes from the 1975 Scholar:
H. Eyres, Horace and Me (London, 2013) 175.
101
As early as 1969, rumblings of dissatisfaction can be found in the Chronicle: “Entries for the Newcastle this
year have totalled the startling number of five. Interest shown in the Rosebery history prize last half was rather
greater (perhaps 30 times over?) while the funds available for award in the two competitions remain at an
astonishing diversity. It will soon be worth the Newcastle just to become a classics specialist – and what about
the scientist?” (Friday, 21 March, 6422). Given the revolution of the Chronicle’s content and appearance in
1973, it seems that the fate of the Newcastle thereafter did not occasion comment.
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examiners who were competent to examine both the theological and the classical parts of the
Scholarship.
As a result, from the academic year 1976-7 onwards the prize was divided into two, with the
classical papers being entirely separated from those of theological content. The theological prize was
open to B and C blocks (i.e. both upper and lower sixth) and only overseen by one external examiner
(not necessarily to be drawn from Oxford or Cambridge). The name of the ‘Newcastle Scholarship’
endured but for the prize which was limited to divinity and, now more broadly, moral sciences. One
paper remained devoted to a Gospel (now in translation), whereas a new paper was introduced on a
set book – of a broadly religious nature (such as Cardinal Newman’s Apologia Pro Vita Sua) –
nominated for that year. The runner-up still received the (now bronze) medal (and the title of
Newcastle Medallist). Winners of the reformed Scholarship, still held in the Lent Half, as well as
Medallists, continued to be entered upon the same boards in the Head Master’s Schoolroom, but a
solemn horizontal line marks the major change in practice. The Wilder Divinity Prize was offered to
the third most successful candidate in the same examinations; however, when the Newcastle was
further reformed in 1987 (see below), the Wilder came to be awarded for an examination on theology
more broadly (not limited to biblical theology) for A-level divinity students, which was no longer
connected with the Newcastle; in its stead a financial prize was awarded for the runner-up to the
Newcastle Medallist, i.e. the candidate placed third overall.
In 1987 the Scholarship underwent yet further transformation: the examination was limited to
two three-hour papers of a moral, ethical and theological nature, but specifically Biblical knowledge
was now laid to rest. In its stead, a paper concerned a set book (to be read in English), copies of which
are supplied by the school: recent choices for this text include Plato’s Phaedo (2011), Anselm’s
Proslogion (2007), Hume’s Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion (2004), Nietzsche’s On the
Genealogy of Morals (2010) and Richard Webster’s A Brief History of Blasphemy (1991). This further
set of changes, devised by John Roberts and Michael Wilcockson, greatly increased competition:102
the Newcastle now attracts some sixty or seventy candidates; as a result, a fifteen-minute selection
paper on the set book was introduced in 2010 to be sat by all boys in School Hall and examined by the
Master in Charge of the Newcastle Examination, from which a number no greater than forty are
chosen to sit the two papers proper over two days, out of which a Select of some six boys are called
for a viva of twenty to thirty minutes. These papers are each divided into two sections, from which
three one-hour questions are to be answered, at least one from either section: the first paper concerns
the philosophy of religion and ethical theory,103 the second relates to the set text and applied ethics.104
Some of the theological material has not always found favour with candidates for the prize after its
division. The author and journalist Sam Leith notoriously answered the essay question set by the
examiner (a well-known bishop), “Does it matter whether we think of God as he or she?” with one
brief rebuke: “Don’t be silly.” Unlike many candidates that year, he was duly invited for a viva.105
Still, despite its major alterations, the Newcastle remains the most prestigious Etonian honour, and
can still win its victor Stick-Ups.106

102

This keen competition is intensified by the large numbers of potential candidates: divinity is taken by about
170 boys in C and B blocks (a figure larger than for a subject such as history).
103
Questions from the most recent examination (2013) include “Can atheists be saved?”, “Is eternal life an
attractive prospect?”, and “Is morality merely self-interest?”.
104
Questions from the most recent examination (2013) include “Should dangerous people be kept in jail after
they have served their sentence?”, “Should parents be prevented from teaching their children things that experts
dismiss as nonsense?”, and, regarding the set text, Bernard Williams’ Morality, “How would one have to live in
order to live as an amoralist?”.
105
I thank Gavin Kelly for communicating this to me.
106
Robert Bourne, writing of the Newcastle Scholarship in 1992, reflects this change of statutes: “[the prize] is,
or rather was, since its importance is now greatly curtailed, a searching test in Latin, Greek and Divinity for the
leading twenty-five or so Classical specialists at Eton” (in Walter Hamilton: A Portrait, ed. [D. Wright London,
1992] 27). Cf. also Douglas Hurd: “What was for us and our teachers the peak of classical effort at Eton has
now been fragmented and levelled, and is no longer treated with awe.” (Memoirs [London, 2003] 55-6).
Nevertheless, despite the major changes, the Newcastle Scholar and Medallist, as well as winners of the
Newcastle Classical Prize, continued to be announced in the Times (at least until 2003).
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The other award to result from the bifurcation was necessarily rebranded: this ‘Newcastle
Classical Prize’ was offered for an examination in Latin and Greek (originally of five papers, with the
loss of verse composition), typically taken in the Michaelmas Half of a boy’s final year and overseen
by a single external examiner. In 1988 the prize was further modified: the papers were reduced to four
in number (translation from Latin and Greek and into Latin and Greek prose), and a ‘thesis’ was to be
written on a classical subject of the candidate’s choice; if only one of the ancient languages was
studied, the appropriate paper could be taken but the full Prize could not be won; likewise, candidates
reading Ancient History alone submitted only a thesis in competition for an Ancient History prize
(which need not be awarded each year). Over the following 25 years the Prize has been simplified
further, with prose composition being removed from the examinations (not, it may be, irrevocably) in
2001. It now therefore comprises three elements, Latin translation, Greek translation and a thesis, the
last being examined for some fifteen minutes viva voce. The concept of a Select no longer survives.
Although truncated in several respects, the Newcastle Classical Prize has had a distinguished array of
winners already, and its classical credentials are well evidenced by the careers of Gavin Kelly (1992)
and Chris Whitton (1997), both firmly embedded in two of the best university departments for the
subject; such a tradition of academic success will doubtless continue.
Just as the Newcastle in its unchanged (pre-1976) form would still find a keen – if small –
crop of competitors each year in modern-day Eton,107 it remains possible for boys to enter (and win)
both the Scholarship and the Classical Prize. To date there have been five winners of both
distinctions: H.J.B. Smith (NCP 1982, NS 1983), Kwasi Kwarteng (NS 1992, NCP 1993),
Christopher Fielding (NCP 1998, NS 1999), Henry Briance (NS 2001, NCP 2001) and Archie Cornish
(NCP 2009, NS 2010). The combined reward for winning both prizes is around £700, which helps
focus the mind somewhat.
It is curious that one result of the 1976 reforms, whether by design or not, is that it now seems
possible to put in again for the Scholarship after already winning it, which was quite impossible
before 1976.108 As a result, Nikhil Shah was able to win the Medal in 1999, having been Scholar in
1998, and Henry Donati won the Scholarship twice (!) in both 2004 and 2005. Although he would
doubtless have been surprised by the twin success, Pelham-Clinton would have been pleased that
Donati went on to read Divinity at Cambridge and take a double starred first.
*

*

*

Pelham-Clinton was a man of steely resolve. Despite the many controversies he encountered – and
engendered – in a particularly fractious age of change and dissent, he recorded unequivocally in his
early fifties: “On looking back to the past, I can honestly assert that I repent of nothing that I have
done. “Vestigia nulla retrorsum” perplex or harass me!”109 One may hope that a part of this untroubled
self-assurance stemmed from his most solid and lasting contribution to the wider world, that is the
endowment of the greatest school prize in this country’s history and, by turns, the significant
improvement and expansion of classical learning within its most celebrated school.

107

In 1832 the Heathcote Scholarship was founded at Winchester College by Sir William Heathcote, MP for
Hampshire, on similar lines to the recently established Newcastle Scholarship at Eton, being tenable for four
years on the basis of success in a wide range of classical and theological papers. In 1846 the prize was
augmented in the memory of the Head Master W.S. Goddard; every fourth year this Goddard Scholarship was
called the Pitt Scholarship (some money having derived from that fund), a practice that ceased in the 1940s. The
Goddard Scholarship still endures but was reduced in scope in the 1980s.
108
No cancellation and replacement of the 1841/1967 Statutes seems to exist for the Scholarship: whether the
Archbishop of Canterbury remains the Visitor to the Scholarship (and Classical Prize) is unclear. On the death
of the tenth Duke of Newcastle, Edward Charles Pelham-Clinton, in 1988, the Dukedom became extinct but the
junior title of Earl of Lincoln (of which the 4 th Duke was the 11th, the 10th Duke the 17th) passed to a remote
relative Edward Horace Fiennes-Clinton (1913-2001), whose son Robert Edward (b. 1972), the 19th Earl of
Lincoln, lives in Western Australia.
109
Thoughts in Times Past Tested by Subsequent Events (London, 1837) xvi.
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APPENDIX
Winners of the Newcastle Scholarship and Medal 1829-2013110
Year
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855

Scholar
T.W. Allies
T.K. Selwyn
E.S. Creasy KS
W.C. Cotton
J. Wickens
J.G. Lonsdale
C.J. Bayley
E. Balston KS
F.A. Goulburn
H. Cotton
H.J. Hotham MA.
J.B. Seymour
W. Johnson KS
J.M. Rice KS
J.L. Joynes KS
B.W.F. Drake KS
R. Day KS
W. Wayte MA. KS
F.H. Whymper
H. Coleridge
W.L. Lewis
R.G.W. Herbert
F.B.M. Montgomerie
E.D. Stone KS
F. Whitting MA. KS
E. Warre
J.H. Warner

Medallist
H. Herbert
E.S. Creasy KS
W.C. Cotton
G. Tickell
G.T. Kingdon KS
Mr. G.W. Lyttelton
R. Williams KS
A.B. Simonds KS
J.G. Mountain KS
H.M. Birch KS
M.W.P. Boulton MA.
H.F. Hallam
G. Smith MA.
J.L. Joynes KS
J. Simpson
C. Wolley KS
J. Back
W.J. Beamont
H. Coleridge
T.F. Fremantle MA.
W.H. Fremantle
H.J. Reynolds KS
H.J. Reynolds KS
J.T. Walford KS
W.J. Scott
J.H. Warner
F.C. Hodgson KS

110

These data are drawn from the boards in the Head Master’s Schoolroom; if these boards are themselves in
error, any corrections will be most welcome. From 1952 punctuation imposes itself: commas follow surnames
and ‘KS’ / ‘OS’ become ‘K.S.’ / ‘O.S.’. This matter is at once too minor to record and too minor to reproduce.
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1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892
1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903

F.C. Hodgson KS
F.W. Cornish KS
R.K. Wilson MI. KS
J.B. Dyne KS
H.W. Mozley KS
H.N. Churton KS
J. Cole KS
Mr. S.J. Fremantle
W.R. Kennedy KS
Lord F. Hervey
J. Kennedy KS
T.F.C. Huddlestone KS
W.H. Forbes MAX.
H.A. Perry KS
F.H. Rawlins KS
A.A. Tilley KS
E.C. Selwyn KS
J.E.C. Welldon KS
A.H. Cooke KS
H.E. Ryle MA. KS
E.C. Perry KS
J.R. Harmer KS
W.O. Burrows KS
W.R. Inge KS
W. Hobhouse
H.V. Macnaghten KS
M.R. James KS
A.E. Brooke KS
W. Loring KS
W.C. Bosanquet KS
H.B. Walters KS
R.J.G. Mayor KS
V.W. Yorke KS
S.C. Peel KS
R. Carr-Bosanquet KS
G.R. Hill KS
S. Dannreuther KS
H.T.G. Watkins KS
G.C. Armstrong KS
A.S. Ward KS
S.P.P. Waterlow KS
J.F. Crace KS
C.D. Robertson KS
W.E.F. Macmillan KS
F.W. Jekyll KS
R. Quirk KS
A.A. Pallis KS
E.G. Selwyn KS

F.T.E. Prothero
W.H. Stone KS
J.R. Mozley KS
A. Austen Leigh KS
A.C. James KS
W. Austen Leigh KS
P.V. Smith KS
W.R. Kennedy KS
W.D. Rawlins KS
J. Kennedy KS
F.H. Peters KS
B.F. Lock KS
F.H. Peters KS
F.H. Rawlins KS
C.H. Wilson KS
G.C. Macaulay MAX. KS
C.C. Lacaita
E.K. Corrie KS
R.T. Ritchie KS
R.R. Farrer
R.J. Parker KS
H.C. Goodhart KS
W.R. Inge KS
H.V. Macnaghten MI. KS
H.V. Macnaghten MI. KS
C. Williams KS
H.B. Smith KS
L.P. Crawfurd KS
W.C. Bosanquet KS
H.B. Walters KS
J.M. Lupton KS
H.C.M. Lambert
J.E. Talbot KS
J.E. Talbot KS
M.J.L. Beebee KS
C. Lubbock KS
H.T.G. Watkins KS
G.C. Armstrong KS
A.W.F. Bagge MA.
G. Kendall KS
A.F. Fremantle KS
F.R.B. Stokes KS
E.A. Edghill KS
H.P.W. Macnaghten MA. KS
O.L. Richmond KS
S. Gaselee KS
T.E. Ainger KS
B.W. Swithinbank KS
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1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911
1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951

D.De M. Macmillan KS
P.H. Shaw-Stewart KS
G.G. Morris
D.H. Robertson KS
E.N.A. Finlay MA. KS
Mr. G.W. Grenfell
W.G.D. Butcher KS
R.C. Gelderd-Somervell KS
H.U. Willink KS
R.A.L. Fell KS
P.M. Roberts KS
F.T.K. Caröe KS
A.P.F. Rhys-Davids KS
J.W. Moir KS
G.W. Wrangham KS
W.Le B. Egerton KS
C.A.L. Cliffe KS
D.S. Dannreuther KS
R.A.B. Mynors KS
R.C. Martineau MI. KS
D.G.C. Macnabb KS
Q.McG. Hogg MA. KS
A.A. Martineau KS
F.A. Kendrick KS
J.R.M. Willis MA. KS
D.A. Hedley KS
M.H. Longson KS
F.L.T. Graham-Harrison KS
A.T.G. Holmes KS
A.D. Peck MA. KS
J.C. Waterlow KS
D.P. Simpson KS
H.G. Head KS
G.J.T. Parr KS
S.D. Freer MA. KS
R.C. Hope-Jones KS
J.W. Bourne KS
B.W.M. Young KS
J.E. Ramsden OS
D.W. Snow KS
A.K. Rawlinson KS
J.P.Mc M. Sweet KS
C.W. Willink MA. KS
D.R. Hurd KS
C.L. Drage OS
S.M. Haskell KS
S.H. Willink KS
S.L. Egerton KS
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R.A. Knox KS
R.A. Knox KS
D.H. Robertson KS
E.N.A. Finlay MA. KS
P.G. Bainbrigge KS
G.R. Mitchison MA.
G.L.M. Clauson KS
H.A. Robertson
R.A.L. Fell KS
C.R. Hollway KS
B.J. Hubbard KS
C.J.S. Sprigge KS
J.W. Moir KS
J. Rowlatt KS
W. Le B. Egerton KS
W.L. Runciman KS
E.A.G. Caröe KS
R.A.B. Mynors KS
R.P. Longden KS
A.R.D. Watkins KS
W.H.J. Christie KS
H.O. Clarke MA. OS
F.A. Kendrick KS
J.R.M. Willis MA. KS
A.G. Champernowne KS
B.A.B. Burrows KS
J.F. Ainsworth
M.B. Hutchinson KS
N.L. Haworth-Booth KS
J.C. Waterlow KS
H.A. Holmes KS
H.A. Holmes, K. S.
D.H. Jacobson KS
O.J. Ridley
R.C. Hope-Jones KS
J.W. Bourne KS
C.R.A. Rae KS
D.W.S.S. Lane KS
D.W. Snow KS
A.K. Rawlinson KS
C J. Slade MA. KS
C.J. Slade MA. KS
T.J. Burrows KS
S. Goldblatt KS
S.M. Haskell KS
S.H. Willink KS
M.C. Stokes KS
M.C. Stokes KS

1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

M. Mortimer KS
S.L. Hugh-Jones KS
R.B.O’G. Anderson MA. KS
N.P. Bayne KS
E.L. Hussey KS
M. Elliott KS
A.S. Hollis KS
T.R. Ades KS
K.A.O. Fulton KS
G.A.D. Emerson KS
R.J.A. Carnwath MA. OS
F.M. Prideaux KS
A.G. Foster-Carter KS
The Hon.W.A. Waldegrave OS
R.H.A. Jenkyns KS
J.W. Waterfield KS
The Hon. P.C.H. Snow KS
S.P.M. Mackenzie KS
R.R. Oliver OS
The Hon. A.W.R. Morrison KS
A. J. Pemberton KS
H.C. Lawson-Tancred KS
M.J. Lyall Grant OS
H.C.E. Eyres KS
A.J. D’Angour MA. KS

W.J.A. Wickham OS
R.C. Palmer KS
P.M.O. Strafford KS
C.M.K. Taylor MA. KS
P.T.S. Carson KS
A.S. Hollis KS
T.R. Ades KS
J.P. Steele KS
G.A.D. Emerson KS
J.V. Kerby KS
P.T. Hutchinson KS
R.J. Lane Fox OS
R.J. Lane Fox OS
The Hon. A.J.L. Bruce OS
N.S.R. Hornblower KS
N.S.R. Hornblower KS
O.W.A. Barnes KS
M.P.R. Wormald KS
The Hon. A.D.A. Macdonald OS
A.J. Pemberton KS
J. D. Leigh Pemberton MA. OS
S.G. Barber OS
J.H. Leigh Pemberton MA. OS
The Hon. G.S. Monck MA. OS
M.A. Anderson KS

1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998

The Hon. A.A.J. Monson MA. OS
D.W.K. Anderson KS
J.W. Mackinnon KS
P.D.P. Barnes MA. OS
K.K. Nath KS
G.T.S. Davson KS
H.J.B. Smith KS
D.W. Runciman OS
S.H. Mandelbrote KS
P.S. Drinkall OS
B.J. Smith MA. OS
H.R.M. Dimbleby
J.B.R. Reppas MA. KS
E.W.J. Lamb
T.P. Elias KS MS
A.A.A. Kwarteng KS
D.A.S. Hugh-Jones KS
I.N.M. Wright KS
T.D. Calvocoressi OS
P.M-T. Sohmen KS ME
R.A. Eliott Lockhart OS
N.T. Shah KS

N.I. Macpherson KS
M.R.V. Southern KS
J.W.R. Cummings KS
M. Brandreth KS
G.T.S. Davson KS
A.D.T. Cromartie KS
A.D.T. Cromartie KS
J.F. Boff KS
A.J.N. Roxburgh KS
J.W. Rees-Mogg
W.G. Wringe KS
C.R. Heatly KS MS
T.G.M. Mitcheson OS
N.J.I. Kind KS
D.K. Renton OS
F.F-T. Chen OS
A.C. Warr OS
A.C.E. Ruck Keene OS
R.J. Starling KS
S. Krishnan KS
R.V. Gowan MA. KS
L.P.C. Geddes
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1999
C.P.W. Fielding OS
N.T. Shah KS
2000
J.D.J. Neicho KS
M.J. Pappenheim KS
2001
H.H. Briance OS
A. Grenfell MA. KS ME
2002
O.J.C. Bridge
H.H. Briance OS
2003
J.C. Dacre MA. KS
H.J. Ellis OS
2004
H.C.R. Donati OS
T.C. Wingfield OS
2005
H.C.R. Donati OS
F.J.O. Spring
2006
N.H.J. Gaisman
A.H. White KS
2007
M.J.L. Osman
A.T.P. Parham
2008
G.K. Kotecha KS
J.H.F. Broxburgh KS
2009
A.A. Nadeem KS
R. Mehan OS
2010
A.A. Cornish MA. KS
D.J.F.C. Leung MA. KS MS
2011
W.J. Gowers MA. KS MS
H. Xu KS
2012
M.A.P. Seely KS
T.A. Bannatyne KS
2013
H.C. Elliott MA. KS
S.A.P. Norman MA. OS ME
Winners of the Newcastle Classical Prize (with prox. acc.) 1976-2012
Year
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
1984111
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Vicit
R.W. Bourne KS
N.T. Morgan MA. KS
G.W. Philipps MA. KS
J.W. Mackinnon KS
J. Minney MA. KS
A.B. Johnson MA. KS
H.J.B. Smith KS
R.J.B. Hoare KS

Proxime accessit
T.A. Oates OS
M.R.V. Southern KS
A.P.M. Beeley OS
H.M. Matovu MI. KS
P.D. Clancy OS
G.T.S. Davson KS
W.D.M. Buckley MA. OS
N.E. Evans Lombe KS

A.J.N. Roxburgh KS
A.S. Brown KS
S. Towler KS
N.A.H. Dent OS
D.J. Causebrook KS

1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002

S.J. Lloyd KS
H.J.S. Howard KS
G.A.J. Kelly MA. OS
A.A.A. Kwarteng KS
A. Oliver KS MS
M.R.B. Wilson KS
J.P. Wootton OS
C.L. Whitton OS MS
C.P.W. Fielding OS
A.C.M. Anslow OS
M.J. Pappenheim KS MS
H.H. Briance OS
T.E. Cameron KS

C.M. Phipps OS
E.J. Baden-Powell OS
W.B.M. Coley KS
J.C.S. Sword KS
L.S.-K. Fung OS MS
M.J.H. Meynell MA.
P.A. Delves Broughton OS
I. Tebb KS
N.P. Larkin KS
C.A.C. Smith KS
A.G. Buchanan OS
A.S. Zihni KS
S.A. Sorrell KS
M.A.C. Martin OS
A.S. McCluskey OS ME
W.D.F. Brett OS ME
C.D.A. Wright OS
A.G.R. Summers KS
T.H.W. Casey OS
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N.B. The Newcastle Prize was not awarded in the calendar year 1984: although usually awarded in
December, it was awarded in March from 1985 to 1990, i.e. in the latter calendar year of the academic year.
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2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

C.N. Morrison OS
T.A.S. Rudkin OS
Y. Kawata KS
M.S. Ostrowski KS MS
H. C. Lyall Grant OS
J.H.F. Roxburgh KS
A.A. Cornish KS
O.J.Y.-T. Koo OS
D.A.S. Byam-Shaw KS

2012

W.D.D. Tilston KS

A.O.K. Edun MA. OS
J.F. Manhood KS
J.K. Romer-Lee OS
F.-C C.T. Parham MA. OS
O.J.W. Murphy KS
H.W. Lebus
M.E.F. Bridges OS ME
R.B. Morley KS
E. Loh KS
G.H.F. Hull OS
V.W.W. Taylor
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